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Field hockey lost Ut third game of the season
to a team ranked first in the nation, this time
a 5-0 defeat to the University of Maryland.
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Proposal in works to provide lawyer for students
OCL, SGA join to help students deal with property owners, know renters' rights when leasing
B\ MARGOI KRIKGER
contributing writer
Ofl Campllfl Life and Ihe
Student
Government
Association $n woridng loatfhef to implement I proposal that
would provide a lawyer to
1
,1-M -! I\ll students with lease
concern*, as well .is ,i variety ol
Other legal matters
rhe propos.il haa bean in the
works lor sever.il wars.
although this is the tirsi war the
SGA has taken an active role in
making the idea viable, according to OCl. oooidinatof Kathv
Server ex I ind SGA are
researching tin- legal resources

offered by other universities
that have lawyers available to
students in order to come up
with a plan that would work (or
JMU. According to Sarver,
Virginia Tech, the University of
Virginia,
George
Mason
University
and
Emory
University are among several
universities that have lawyers
readily available tor students
and after which OCL looks to
model its proposal. At JMU, a
lawver la available tor faculty
■nd other employees but not
students. Sarver said.
According to Saner, who
has worked on this proposal tor

several vears. it is important
that* students have the tools necessary to be responsible and
make sure that apartment complex landlords follow through
on what they are supposed to
be doing,
(H 1 deals with students all
the time that have questions as
lease holders," Sarver said. "We
have to draw a line beCMIM
something with the situation
mav not be right, but [OCL]
can't tell these students what to
do when thev need to take that
next step. It's at these tunes
when a lawyer is neoaaaaiy.'
Sarver pteeanted her Idea to
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Some students just
aren't aware of the
rights they have when
moving off campus.
- David Mills
SGA president
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the Board of Visitors and 1ML
Resident Linwood Rose, who
were both open to more discussion concerning the matter.
SGA President David Mills
warns that this pnxcess will be
slow, but it is necessary.
"Some students just aren't
aware of the rights they have
when moving off campus,"
Mills said. Hiring a lawyer
would almost certainly entail
minute increases in student fees
to help pay the lawyer's salary
as well as office spaa1, supplies
and possibly .i secretan
Sarver said she is looking to
send out a letter to law olti.es m
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the SGA this year and said members were extremely receptive.
Sarver also presented the idea to
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Students attend Sunset on the Quad, a concert and Homecoming opening event at dusk Wednesday evening.

Spirit at
Sunset

HOMECOMING EVENTS
•THURSDAY

Homecoming Parade
comer ot Carrier and
Bluestone drives at 5 p.m.

so- PI AS. jmge S

Two teams take
championships
Women's cross country wins
CAA conference for third year
BY CHRIS BAST

contributing writer
Outsiders to the sport may
think that cross country is HI
individual sport when* tinconcept of "team" is nut verv
important. This weekend at
the
Colonial
Athletic
Association championships,
the women's cross country
team proved otherwise. All
five of the Dukes' scorers finished within OIK' minute ot
each other as JMU brought the
conference championship to
HaUritonburg tor the third
straight year.
In cross country, the top five
Sntohen for each team score
points that relate to the place
the runner finished, and the
lowest st-»>"' wins. The top five
for JMU all finished in the top
tea making them All-CAA
award winners and compiling
a score of 22 that was good
enough to beat the College of

William & Man's38.
Pack running was tli** key
for the Dukes as thev proved
that there most .i-.~uivt.llv i*"team" in crosscountry Senior
Mollie DeFrancesco ptced the
Dukes to the victory by crossing the finish line tirst In Ihe
6,000-meter race in a time of 20
minutes and 57.8 MCOItdfl
Sophomore Gndv Dunham

(allowed Is seconds later In

second pLue and Benfcm
Lauren Burawski .mil Suzfe
Hutchins pl.Ked fourth and
firth respectively Senior Bretl
Romano plated tenth to complete the Dukes domination ol
the rest of the field.
Though all Bvc iconm
plaoad ifl the top 12 tO garner
All-CAA spots this past w ecfe
end, the other two |MU runH i
tophomore fennifet
Lapttode end itnioi WSiynilri

<rt- SEVEN, page 24

Wilson Hall at 8 p m

Women s golf earns first college
conference win since y94 season

■FRIDAY-

Students, faculty, alumni gear up
for Homecoming week events

B"r GARRH HILLKR
contributing writer
Spirit, pride and enthusiasm arc in abundant supply
thai weekend as | Ml' gears up fur its annual Homecoming
celebration. Students alumni, fatuity and the
Harrisonhurg community have plenty of entertaining
options Including Commons Day. the Talent Jam, the
Godwin Field Festival a Boat parade, the JMU-Delaware
football game and much more. Homecoming activities
kicked off yesterday with Sunset on the Quad, a concert
featuring |MU a capella groups and other musical performers.
I Ins year*! llomoonung theme of "Connect, remember, celebrate," 's unite different fmm previous ones,
[ding 10 lustm Thompson, director of Alumni
Relation- I'he theme ma (isolates what returning alumni n ill do and "-li.it il«- reel of the (JMU) community can
get involved with," Thompson said. Thompson stressed
see MADISON, page IS

Talent Jam 2001

Commons Day
on the commons
from 11 a.m. -2 p.m.

MaiTisonburg and the surrounding communitv, asking if
thev might be interested in
helping JMU students. Anotlu-r
possibility is to hire a retired
Lawyer th.it lives in the area that
would work while school is m
Marion.
"Each student at Emory pays
an extra dollar in fees in order to
pm lot 'Inn l.nvvei Mills s,iu|
"That's the kind ol plan we
hope to implement here.
Ihe lawyer wouldn't be
solely used tor leases student-.
would have Ihe opportunity bo

Flashback Friday Dance party
PC Ballroom
Irom 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

SATURDAYSixth Annual Duke 5K Fun Run/Walk
UREC at B am

Brunch Tailgate
Football vs. University ot Delaware
Godwin field
Bndgeforth Stadium at noon
from 10:45 a.m-11:45 a.m.

Homecoming Step Show

Step Show After Party

Wilson Hall at 8 p.m.

Godwin Hall at 11 p.m

CINDY riNKm/u-mwiimu

JMU placed first out of 23
teams at the women's golf
Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference Championship last
week in Lewisburg, Pa. The
Dukes shot a 307-312-619 en
route to winning the conference championship for the first
time since the '93-94 MMOn.
Individually for JMU,
junior Jessica Lewis garnered
second place out of 123 golfers
with a two-round score of 148.
Lewis has not placed below
eighth in any tournament she
has competed in this season
On day one, Lewis sh<»t a
one-over-par 71 to cruise out to
an early lead. 'Hie score was the
best single round turned in by
any of tne participants. Lewis

slipped from the lead in day
two. tiring77strokes.
Senior Corrie Tayman finished in third place behind
Lewis with .i two-round score
of 154. Tavman shot two rounds
of 77atBucknell(iolK ourse
Also finishing in the top 111
for the Dukes was ■ophotnon
Jayme Langtord. uhocamroul
of the tournament with a 76-82*
158. Langford's score was good
enough tor HVtnflh pl.ue on
tin' weekend.
One tournament remains
on JMU's fall schedule. Trie
team will participate In the
Pine Needles Invitational in
Southern Pines, N.C., Nov. 5
and 6
"ifiildl th'tn ^Uiff tvjxwts

Royal Dukes march to Macy's
Marching band to perform in annual Thanksgiving Day Parade
NSI M3I R IH- .HI i-motion.il parade."
Moll writer
To apply, the band had to
The Marching Roy.il Duke* send video and audiotapi-s,
ut Ml i" uprwenl IMU as Information about the group
tlu-v prtpan hi travel to Nw and pictures. "I'he Dukettes and
York ( ilv tor the .iniiu.il the color guard will accompany
\1.i,\\ rhankagjving D«j the band.
The band's directors already
Parade Nov. 22 |MU wlB be
one ut 12 coDegea and high have traveled to New York City
and met with NBC producer!
schixils performing.
and cttv officials to go over tinrhla i- tin- iir-l tin"- tl'ibasics ot the parade and were
MklX luve .lpplied tn parficigiven a security briefing.
ptM in tin- I'.li.iili'
-Kiev (NBC) said they an1 have a fading tWe ia going
to bo ,i ii.ii big am MM i'.it very excited about having ubecause,
number one. vve are a
Rooney.dlrectoi ofbencU. "This
is the 7stii tnrdveraary of ir»" very large band, and two. a
parade Hid New York is really vary good band," Rooney
Hying to make tlii-- tl» "lv ~ said. Tnev also showed prooomlng-ouf party W$ going to ducers a tape of the band pracBY ROBYN GIKNII

ticing at |Ml so that they
could give suggestions and
share what changaa need to be
made tor the performance,
according to Rooney
I was s,i excited when I
found out," said junior oboe
player Kelly Butterfield. Its
nationally known and I've been
working so hard tor MI long, it is
rewarding. I'm really pmud to
be a part ol tins
Rixmey said he feels the city
will do a very good job of making sun- every (Mug is atfe There
will he police along the entire
parade route, anil everyone who
marches in the parade will be
sl,iiii|x\1 with MM sort of identification to verify that thev went

tlimugh a security cixvk.
"I'm not that concerned
about it (safety) tliat much."
said dnim major K.ric Bowlin, a
senior. "We've been reassured
that security will be at the highest possible level."
The band will leave JMU
Nov. 21, make onv stop in
Northern Virginia to pick up
some students and meet up
with remaining band members
in Manhattan. All 350 band
members will be participating,
Rooney said
Between 2 and 4 a.m. on the
day of the parade, there will be
a practice run-thniugh so NBC
producers have a chance to
seeDVKES..

Ill I PHOTQftotm s.m
The Marching Royal Dukos appear In practice this fall,
preparing for their performance In the Macy's Thanksgiving
n»v Piarta
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• Baptist Student Union large group praise and worship, 5 JO
pm. Baptist Student Center on the comer of Cantrell Avenue
and South Main Street, contact Archie at 434-6822
• Left of Center meeting. Warren Hall loft, 6 to 8 p.m., sponsored by the JMU College Democrats, for more information
e-mail Lynette at Juzlm

Cenlral Asia* Islam panel

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Eucharist service followed
by a home-cooked dinner, S p.m., Canterbury House on
South Main Street across from the Quad, contact Meredith at
iiacaskm!

Cell phone drive
Wilson Hall renovations
Mr and Ms Madison Finalists

• Young Democratic Socialists (YDS-)MU) general meeting,
8 p.m., Taylor 309, for more information visit
uwu-jmusJutogsApungtlmsoc/ar contact Aaron or Adam
at433-64ll

TO SUBMIT
A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail )ames at The Breeze at davidjl with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

SGA meeting

OPINION

FRIDAY, NOV. 2
Baptist Student Union New Testament Creek Bible
Study, 8 to 8:45 am.. Market One, contact Archie at
4 M -6822

Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesd.n ( (
a Thursday issue.

POLICE LOG
B\ KiMBimn McKBNzn
pom i reporter
Unknown persons reportedly removed
hvo costumes Irom the stage storage room
in the Anthony-Seeger Hall audilonum
Oct. 22 between It a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Simple Assault
• A JMU student reported an unidentified while male approached him in Ihe
shower and then fled Ihe scene Ocl 27
at 7:11 p.m.
The suspeel is approximately 5 leet 10
inches with a medium build. He reporledly
was wearing a navy blue sweater and
khaki pants
Suspicious Activity
•
Suspicious correspondence m Zane
Showker Hall Ocl. 26 at 1:19 p.m. currently is under investigation.
• JMU police reportedly are invesligaling
suspicious activily surrounding an incident
lhat occurred Ocl. 26 al 2:28 pm on Soulh
Main Streel.
Possession of Marijuana
• Non-sludent John L. Jorgenson Jr.. 23,
jf Virginia Beach was arrested and
charged wilh possession of marijuana at

the corner of Pori Republic Road
Hillcrest Avenue Oct. 28 at 3 a.m.
• Eileen R. Teehan. 18, of Campbell
NY was arrested and charged with
session ol marijuana al Hanson Hall
28 al 12:16 a.m.

and

WEATHER

Hall,
posOcl

Theft/Credit Card Fraud
• A JMU sludenl reported a JAC card
missing Ocl. 23 al 2.30 p.m. An invesligation revealed the card reportedly was
being used without permission The incidenl is still under investigation.
Underage Possession ot Alcohol
• Karen L. Grupski, 18, of Millersville Md
was arresled and charged wilh underage
possession of alcohol Oct. 26 al 12:51
a.m.
• Kalhryn T. Baer, 20, of Annandale was
arresled and charged with underage possession ol alcohol in G-lol Oct 27 al
12:10 a.m.
• Joseph P. Fnsbie. 18, ol Woodbridge
was arresled and charged with underage
possession ol alcohol al Ihe corner ol
Duke and Blueslone drives Oct. 28 at
1:33 a.m.
• Andrew B. Miller, 19, of Indiana, Pa and
Matthew S Ellis. 18, of Downington, Pa.
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READYFOR A NIGHT OUT?
YOU DON'T EVEN HA VE
TO LEAVE CAMPUS!
Don't wait until the end of the semester to use your 3 meal plan punches
- have a great served dinner at the Madison Grill! Avoid the Ones In
December - use them now!
Serving a delicious variety of entrees:
Hand-Cut Steaks
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"How is the cycle ever
going to end?"

■ Re-Cell
Psychology Peer Advising collects
used cell phones to benefit the
hungry of the world.

MIKE GOODMAN

junior, SGA finance
committee
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Profs examine Islam,
Central Asian issues
BY BRENNA WALTON

stun writer
Four professors spoke about
the history, politics and economics of Central Asia as well as the
Muslim religion at an informal
panel in Harrison I fall Oct. 24.
Panelist Barkley Rosser. an
economus professor, asJd (he
Einel was sponsored by the

usslan Studies ( omminsje. He
said the topic of dicussion is
especially relevant given the
current situation in Afghanistan
and changes in relations
between the United States and
Russia.
Louise lx>e. professor of history and chair of the Russian
Studies Program, lectured to
about 60 attendees regarding
the history of Central Asia
(Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan) and its relationship
to Russia.
An outline of the area's
admission into the Russian
empire and its conversion to
Islam between the ninth and
10th centuries comprised a
large part of Loc's segment of
the panel. She also spoke
about the difficulties surrounding the poverty, environment, corruption and ethnic
strife of the region as well as
the refugee crisis increased by
the recent problems surrounding Afghanistan.
Elements of Islam
Rosser continued the panel
by discussing the fundamental
elements of Islam such as the
principal beliefs and practices of
Muslims and the main branches
of the religion and the differences between them.
Rosser defined terms such as
r the Quran, also called the
"Koran," the Five Pillars of
Islam (obedience, prayer, chanl\ Listing and pilgrimage) and
I the Shari'a (translated as "the
* way"), which is the code of conZ duct and behavior contained in
* the Islamic code. Rosser said the
; Shari'a is often a topic of dispute

among Muslims as to what the
true codes are.
While speaking about the
distinctions between the different branches of the religion,
Rosser also mentioned Hanbali,
the strictest division of Islam,
which rejects any teaching NH
rate from the Quran. Rosser also
spoke about other sects of Islam
such as Sunni, Shi'i and Hanati,
which use the Quran as their
main religious text, but refer to
additional texts as well to support their faiths
The Taliban and the current
Afghan regime support the
Wah'habism, whose members
call themselves "unitarians"
who uphold the doctrine that
the Cod they believe in (Allah) is
the only one ("wahid"), he said.

-uIf[ihe terrorists] were
really fundamentalists,
they wouldn 't be doing
this.
-Ali Malik
senior

99According to Rosser, this
version of Islam in Afghanistan
is a stricter dogma than that of
any other in the world and does
not allow women to work, drive
or go to school.
Professor of economics and a
native of Russia, Marina Rosser,
spoke about the past and present economic atmospheres and
alternative models of economic
transitions.
Associate professor of political science Stephen Bowers
ended the panel lectures by talking about the changes in political positions of the United States
and Russia and how the United
Mates is finding itself allied with
Russia for the first time since
World War II.

Problems in Uzbekistan
Bowers also discussed the
policies of Uzbekistan, which
he said is believed to be the
worst violator of human rights
in the world.
He said he expects the
United States will take a much
less prominent role in foreign
policy as a result of the recent
tragedy. He said the alliance
with the United States is ,i
tremendous opportunity for
Russia to give itself a chance to
reassert itself in Central Asia*
since the country lost much of
its influence as a result of the rising power of China.
Students raise questions
There was a question-andanswer session following the
panel, during which students
asked questions regarding the
current
situation
with
Afghanistan. Students questioned the irony of the terrorists
killing themselves in the name
of Islam because suicide is considered one of the worst sins in
the religion.
Sophomore Ksenia Herbst
spoke of her experience this past
summer at the embassy in
Uzbekistan and of the corruption she witnessed firsthand. "1
had never seen such injustice in
my life," she said.
Other students said they felt
the panelists were well educated, but were discouraged by
some phrases used.
Senior Maryam Siddujui said.
"The only thing that bothered me
was the constant use of the term
'Islamic fundamentalism' [which
is generally regarded as the
extremist or terroristic approach).
I wouldn't want to see the terms
get coined together."
Senior Ali Malik said the term
"fundamentalist" was being
used out of context, that fundamentalists would not use terror
in the name of their religion. "If
[the terrorists] were really fundamentalists, they wouldn't be
doing this," he said.

Central Asia and Islam panel highlights
The Five Pillars of Islam are obedience, prayer, charity, fasting and pilgrimage, according to professor of economics Barkley Rosser.

Uzbekistan is believed to be the worst violator of human rights in the world,
according to associate professor of political science Stephen Bowers.
Afghanistan* version of Islam is a stricter dogma than that of anv other version
in the world and does not allow women to work, drive or go to school, according
to Rosser.
The United States is finding itself allied with Russia for the first time since
World War II, according to Bowers.

ninbtitmt phtHo^nipher
Psychology peer advisors are collecting used cell phones to give to a company that will pay for
staple foods by recycling and selling the old phones.

Used cell phones wanted
BY LAUREN HOSPITAL

contributing writer
A cellular phone drive to
help the hungry of the world is
underway until Nov. 8, sponsored by the Psychology Peer
Advising Office.
According to the Peer
Advising promotions chair, senior Jill Sundheim, donations will
go toward 'The Hunger Site," a
company that focuses on the
power of the Internet to meet
humanitarian needs. The site
will pay for staple foods by
recycling and selling the parts of
the old cell phones donated.
According to the Mercy
Corps Web site, *>4 percent of the
money made goes directly to
alleviate suffering and hunger.
Sundheim said. It is so easy to
do. [Old cell phones] are some
thing you have laying around
with nothing to do with, so why
not donate them for a good
cause?"
The Hunger Site sponsors
and pays for staple foods for
over 74 countries worldwide,
including countries in North
America, Asia. Africa, and Latin
America.
The Hunger Site Web page
stated that in response to the
Sept. 11 tragedies, Mercy Corps
and America's Second I larvost
are using funding from The
f lunger Site to provide food,

water and health services to
Afghan refugees In Pakistan
.in.I to support those in New
V»rk left unemployed aiul
needy in the aftermath of the
terrorist attacks.
Sundheim said the peer
advising faculty ad\iv>r. ,I-MN
taut professor of psychology Bill
I \ .ins. brought the idea to them.
"He has a big passion for this

sort of thing," she said.
Evans said, "I do have a passion for helping others and for
making a positive difference in
the lives of others. I believe that
we need to be aware of human
needs around the world, and
whenever possible, give up our
resources to help meet those
MI. df
Evans said that his wife saw
the idea advertised on the
Hunger Site Web page. "1
thought it was a great idea for
making a positive difference in a
neat way and took it to the peer

advisors/11 vani said

64
This is a great and
different way to lend a
hand to the cause,
— Rachel Ralston
senior Peer Advising resources
ch.nr

~99
Peer Advising rosounos
chair. Minor Rachel Ralston.
salN, 'This is a great and different way to lend i hand to Ihe
cause It gi\ es people a different
angle, rather than dtshtng -'lit
the money, people who don't
have that cash on hand can -I'll
help out"
Ralston said that lately the
I ■. i ad* Isors have begun to
think outside of psychology in
light of the rcceni bagedlee oi
Sept !l We've realized as an
organization what we can do."
Ralston said
i img to Evans, Pee*

Ad\ Una also has been active in

supporting the "Making a
Difference" response to the
Sept. 11 tragedy by selling
bumper stickers, being available
to talk to students with difficulties and assisting Red Cross
during various blood drives.
Evans said that since Oct. 22
they have collected about a
dozen phones and numerous
old chargers.
The dnve originally was promoted through fliers and emails throughout the psychology and kinesiology departments, along with other ads
around campus, according to
Sundheim. The word-of-mouth
is spreading as well, Sundheim
laid, and that is the main reason
why the peer advisors decided
to extend it another week.
Sundheim said they had a lot
of inquires about the drive this
past week. "We are hoping that
tin-- will give more time for students t,• ejtl their old cell phones
h"om home.' Sundheim said.
junior Rachel Geller said, "I
think it's a great idea, but I don't
know how many people have
old cell phones lying around."
On the other hand, senior
Christina Kellv said, "I think it
could work because a Id of people 00 through cell phones to
get the newer, smaller ones."
According to Sundheim,
l.i Vdvisbtfl/l main target is
faculty, because they understand it is not probable that
main students will have their
I phones at JMU
Cellular phones can be
dropped Off Monday through
Thursday, U) am to ^ p "' at
the Psychology Peer Advising
office m lohnston in. until Nov.
s I lie iver.uK isors will ship the
cell phones to be recycled Nov. 9.

Wilson centers offer reading, writing help
< Hit
contributing writer

BY LISA NATALK

Students who utilize the
Student Success Center in
Wilson Hall will notice recent
renovations made to the
fourth floor.
1 adl of the floors linked to
the Student Success Center in
Wilson Hall were improved or
are scheduled for improvement
I i. fourth floor of Wilson is
the newest addition to these

renovations,

According to Dale Lunsford.
project manager for the Office of
lacilihes
Manning
and
Construction, these renovations
will
total
approximately

1473,000.

Students can get writing and reading help In Wilson HaM.

I^eslie Purtlebaugh. Student
Support coordinator^ said the
university is "redoing the build
ing a little at a time to make it
more suitable for academic
raauurce centers and different
academic resources."
I'urtlebaugh said the renovations opened the space up. She
said the floor used to be used for
attic space, and the renovations
tightened Up the dark, confined
span's Also, practice spaces
were constructed for the communication center

Randy Mitchell, associate
vice president tor Student
Affairs, Mid B now air conditioning system Was installed in
Wilson.
Purtlebaugh said Mitchell
and Theresa l ion/ale/, assistant
vice president for .-V adorn ic
Affairs, are in charge of the
changes.
The fourth floor now con
sists of a reading and writing
resource center ami a communications study resource center,"
Purtlebaugh said.
Renovations for the nev\
Writing and Communication
Center began in early May and
were finished in early August.
Purtlebaugh said
The two parts of the center
are
Ihe
Communications
Studies Resource Center and
the Reading and Writing
Resource I enter
C SKl piovides assistance
with "speech preparation,
speech outlining, speech
apprehension, comprehend
ing communication concepts
[and] theories and PowerPoint
instruction.' .u cording to the
CSRC
Web
site
(wwut.jmu4du/c$rc/index htm \,
The center is designed for stu-

dents to help their |
Ihe Reading and Writing

Resource Center also is avail
able for students lo support
the unlversit) '■ efforts to help
students succeed academically
and
professionally,
the
Reading and Writing Resource
Center offers individualized
help to students wishing to
Improve their reading and
writing skills according to
the Reading and Writing
( enter's Web site

-46The center provided me
me with a lot of useful
help.
— Tanya White
(reshman

99

grammar skills, according to
the Web site.
Students are supportive of
the center.
I reshman Tanya White said
she came from a German
school and was unaccustomed
to writing papers. "The center
provided me with a lot of useful help," she said.
freshman Annie Raimo
Hid, "I haven't been to the
center yet, but it is nice to
know that if 1 need help writing | paper or a speech, that
help is available."
(eaoheri also support the
efforts that the university is
making tO improve writing and
communication assistance
Gretchen
Reynolds, a
h communications professor, said she encourages
her students to go to the
Writing and Communication
Cent£1 fol help She said she
believes thai the more students engage in self advocacy,

the better.
The center's staff members ipei i.ili/e in either first \e.ir student BMlStanCC or
aiding upperclassmen with
their reading skills, comprehension and writing and

Reynolds said she feels
that
the
Writing
and
Communication Center is a
great opportunity for students to get help in various
anas of auidenua

4
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Mr., Ms. Madison finalists announced

Name Kristin l.i/enby
Major Art History
Nominated by Zcttl T.m Alpha
sorority and the SophoOKMl
CsBM Council
Quote: "Becoming Ms M.uiisnn
would be the culmination of
four years of hard work toward
recovery and self-discovers M
well as a way to say thank you
to my family, friends and profs*
sors whobclie\ed in me ... lam
thankful for my nomination
however, I am infinitely more
thankful for the opportunity to

Name: Andrea Sato
Majors. "\1
Nominated by: Alpha Sigma
Tau sorority
Quote: "Ms Madison is the person that most embodies the spit
it of lames Madison University
It is one of the greatest honors a
student can achieve, and she
should treat it like one. She
should be willing to ■*«■( an
example for the entire student
population. 1 ler job doaanl and
when she is announced at the
Homecoming Game — it only

have attended |JMU| and for the

begins "

Name: Amy Ibach
Major SCOM
Nominated by; Outriggers
Quote: As .1 representative of
the student body, the greatest

responsibility of Mr. and Ms
Madison is to ihoM their love
and reaped tor this institution
through their actions, activities
and interactions Mr. and Ms.
Madison an reflections of all of
the values that members of this
community hold dear
[ran

embody .ill thai II means to go to
such a wonderful university."

people, the beautiful mountains
in autumn and the amazing
memories i wQI lake away."

Name: Inn Dolan
Major: Marketing Education
Nominated by: IVIta Epellon
Chi
Quote: I believe the responsibilities <»l Ms Madison are
to communicate the vision of
Opportunity to students to be
successful. A good friend of
mine says that success is
Jet ine.I ,is 'finding something
in life you love so much you
would do it for free, but you
learn to do it so well that you
get paid for it.' Hncouraging
this mind set will lead to endless possibilities lor (JMU]
students"

Eight finalists were chosen
for the position of Mr. and Mr.
Madison,
the graduating
senior male and female students that most embody James
Madison University.
Junior
Ashley
Morris,
Student
Government
Association vice president of
Student Affairs, opened the
selection process to all JMU
clubs, organizations and student employment offices this
year, which is unlike past years,
when the selection process was
only open to recognized and
non-recognized clubs and organizations. The reason for the
change is to encompass all students who might not have time
to be a part of a lot of activities
and must work |Q gel through
college.
One graduating senior,
male or female, could be nominated by any club/organization/student
employment
office at JMU beginning Sept.
23. Then the nominees were
asked to download the Mr. and
Ms Madison application from
the SGA Web site and turn it in
by Oct 17. Letters went out to
clubs/organizations/student
employment offices Sept. 23
and two selection committees
comprised of students and faculty narrowed the choice to
eight finalists last week.
Mr and Ms. Madison voting will take place today dur-

ing Homecoming Commons
Day on the commons from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m.
A voting table will be set up
on the commons with pictures
and descriptions of each candidate for students, faculty and
alumni to decide upon.
The honor will be presented during the Homecoming
Weekend pre-game celebration Saturday.
Included on the applications were ways in which
each candidate best represents JMU, their definitions
of the responsibilities of Mr.
and Ms. Madison and why
the applicants want to be Mr.
or Ms. Madison. Applicants
included a one page personal
statement concerning what
JMU means to them.
There were 34 applicants
this year. To determine the
eight finalists, the two committees had to decide who
most embodies a JMU student with dedication and
involvement, good character
and good academics.
The finalists will be escorted by their parents onto the
Bridgeforth Stadium field
prior to the football game
Saturday^ and Mr. and Ms,
Madison will be announced.

—from staffreports

Mr, Ms. Madison selection process

Name: Meal Kittenhouse
Major Psychology
Nominated by: Peer Advising
Quote: "The way that I view
James Madison has changed
gradually over the last three and
a half years of my academic
study here. I have tried my best
to take advantage of the
resources and opportunities that
JMU has afforded me, and I
have hied to give Kick to the
university and the surrounding
community so that I can pass the
knowledge and opportunities
on toothers "

Name: Chris I order
Major International Business
Nominated b\: S) ! \
Quote: "llv-t represent [JMU] in
the aspect that I am always
changing tor the better, growing
and learning in .i way lh.it
allows me to expand my commitment to service tor others
JMU constantly takes on challenges in every aaped from the
st.lie. its students, its alumni and
faculty I believe that my will to
Like on difficult challenges academically, socially- religiously ami
organisationally allows ma to be
the best representative tor IMU."

Name: Adam SuritZ
Major, rheaser
Nominated by: Fhe Madison
I'M-' t and Wu and lmprov*d
Quote: If even one JMU student
who is still trying to find their
way, still trying to figure out who
the) are. | .in look tome .is.) pet
son chosen K |\il students .,^
run brut raspei table qualitiee, thai
would be my i>>\ In being Mr.
Madison
It l can continue, as
Mr Mad ion, to go out into the
world and tell people how .
a place IMl' has been 'or me, I
will consider myself honored
and privili.i I

Two selection committees comprised of students
and faculty narrowed the choice to eight finalists.
Name: Noah Marlier
Major Interdisciplinary Social

Sciences

The committees decided who most embodies a JMU
student with dedication and involvement, good
character and good academics.

Nominated
by:
Student
Ambassadors, CARL and One
in Pour
Quote: IhemottoofUMUl says
.i lot about this campus end what
it means |<> me: 'Be yourself and
t something bigger too.'
|MU has allowed me to keep my
Individual spirit while thriving
in a community of diverse people ... 1 have also been able to
become a part of the JMU communitv, something bigger than

Voting is today on the commons from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Madison will be announced prior to
the football game Saturday.

myseJI"

JlftU
VOLLEYBALL

Go DUKES !!

vs. UNC Wilmington

Its not to late to
Tail Gate with Mr J's

November 3,7 pm
Sinclair Gym, Godwin Hall

Fresh Baked Bagels
Great Sandwiches & Subs
Open 7 Daus at 6 a.m.

CALL NOW!!
Party Trays

Admission!
IAMH MADISON I.MWRSITY.

Located in Food Lion
Shopping Center
off Port Republic Road

574-0808
Hours:
10-6 Mon-Wed
10-7 Thurs, Fri
9-5 Sat

Stylists with advanced training
in New York, Northern Virginia
and Richmond

Party Bagels: Extra large bagel stuffed with your choice
of 3 meats and 1 cheese, garnished with lettuce and tomato.
20" Bagel Feeds 23 people
$41.99
16" Bagel Feeds 15 people
$28 99
12" Bagel Feeds 9 people
$17^99
Party Subs
3'Sub Feeds 17 people
$35.00
5' Sub Feeds 32 people
$55.99

Breakfast Trays
Bagels trayed with Cream Cheese & Butter
$1 29/person
Bagels & Muffins Split Cream Cheese & Butter $1.59/person
Bagels, Muffins, Donuts & Cinnamon Buns
with Cream Chees"e & Butter
$1.79/person

Hot Food
Chicken Francaise (approx. 15-20) Full Tray
(approx. 8-10) 1/2 Tray
Chicken Parmesan
Full Tray
1/2 Tray
Baked Ziti Parmesan
Full Tray
1/2 Tray
Lasagna
Full Tray
Sausage and Peppers
Full Tray
1/2 Tray

Market Square East
1635-37 E. Market St.
564.8416

Rockingham Square
1731 S.HightSt.
432.1386

$50.00
$27.95
$45.00
$25.00
$38.95
$19.95
$45.00
$45.00
$25.00

Harmony Square
I74l Uirginia Rue.
442.I997
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Plan calls for lawyer for students
PlAN.frompa^e]
consult one about a living will,
credit ratings and possibly
criminal matters. If unable to
help with a specific legal problem, the lawyer could refer
the student to another lawyer
outside of JMU who could
help.
"We want to protect our
students and help them to
become enlightened citizens,"
Sarver said. "YJe want to educate them on their rights and
responsibilities"

Students seem unsure as to
whether or not a lawyer
would be useful when making
the leap from on-campus living lo off-campus living.
"I don't think a lawyer is
necessary," sophomore Nate
Reed said. "You can just use
common sense when renting an apartment. Read
everything thoroughly, and
look at lots of places before
committing."
Many students would like
someone in their corner when

dealing with money, however,
if a situation would come up,
"I would definitely feel
more comfortable if I could
consult a lawyer before I rented an apartment off campus."
sophomore Charlie Tysse said.
"It would put me so much
more at ease because I wouldn't have to worry about getting ripped off."
Plans for putting this in
effect are in the preliminary
stages, according to Mills.
Business law professor

POLICE LOG. from page 2
were arrested and charged
with underage possession of
alcohol on Greek Row Oct. 28
at 2:41 a.m.

Arthur). I lamilton said, "It's
a good idea to have a lawyer
available for students. The
people that work at |OCL|
do not have any legal expertise and therefore cannot
give any legal advice lest
they run the risk of being
accused of practicing law
without a licence.
"I have no idea about the
costs involved but there are
certainly enough students at
JMU to warrant a lawyer,"
he said.

Underage Consumption
of Alcohol
• Two JMU students were judicially referred for underage
consumption of alcohol Oct. 28
at 2:41 am

Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported larceny of a mountain bike outside
of Eagle Hall between Oct 19at
2:30 p.m. and Oct. 24 at 7 am.

Dukes to play in Macy's parade
DUKES, from page 1

said. "They guarantee you
two minutes of television
time, and if you translate that
to money, it's a lot.
"I think that not only the
band but the university benefits from publicity like
this," Rooney said. "I'm
sure people will really love
it,
especially
alumni.
Alumni are very fanatical
about the school and what
we do here."
Butterfield said she thinks
marching on a street as
opposed to a football field is
going to present a bit of a challenge, but she said the band is
up to it. Currently, the band is
still practicing for the football
games, but next week will

make sure everything works.
The live parade begins al 9
a.m.. Rooney said.
The MRDs will have exactly two minutes of television
time during which they will
be
performing
Barry
Manilow's "Copa Cabana,"
according to Rooney. The
band will play several songs,
but when they reach Herald
Square, where the band's performance will be taped, this is
the only time they are allowed
to play this "Copa Cabana,"
Rooney said.
"We have a minute and 40
seconds to do the show and
then 20 seconds to leave
(Herald Square)," Rooney

begin getting ready for the
parade
For the performance, the
band will have a new banner
with the new fames Madison
logo. The Remo Company of
California donated drumheads
bearing the Macy's logo to
each band participating in the
parade, Rooney said.
After the parade, the
MRDs will stay in New York
City until Saturday morning.
Rooney said some students
have Broadway tickets, others will be going to Radio
City Music Hall and some
have tickets for a New York
Philharmonic
show
on
Friday night to keep themselves busy.

Petty Larceny
• A non-student reported the
front license plate missing from
a vehicle parked in R1- lot Oct.
25 at 12:54 p.m.
• A JMU student reported
a cell phone missing from
Hanson Hall Oct. 22 at
2:14 p.m.

The band will stay at a
hotel located near Engine
House 54, a NYC fire department that lost several firemen
in the aftermath of the terrorist events Sept. 11, and have
been corresponding with the
fire department by e-mail.
Rooney said that when the
band found out it would be
staying near the firehouse, it
decided to contact the firefighters and arrange lo meet.
"We've kind of adopted
the firehouse, so when we
go up we're taking them
things and we're going lo
try to do a little get-together," Rooney said .
The parade will air Nov. 22
at 9 a.m. on NBC.

Harassment
• A JMU student reported
receiving numerous harassing
phone calls in Eagle Hall Oct.
24 at 12:53 p.m. The incident is
currently under investigation.
• A JMU student reported
receiving an obscene phone
can in Hoffman Han Oct. 28 at
2:45 a.m.
• A JMU student was
approached by a suspect
exhibiting obscene conduct.
The
individual
was

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing

AT0UC]

^P\

•

289-4954

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For
Ladies & Gentlemen
InTownCenter, Behind Valley Mall
Next to Sprint

Fall Specials
Fil1 In

Manicure

Pedicure

$J3

-With Whirlpool Spa

$">

Eyebrow Wax

Carousel
Stained
Glass & Gifts

$18

make it-take it classes

$8

DAYS AND EVENINGS.

S^'Collegiate
Stained Glass Panels
We can special order
your favorite college team.

or beginner classes.

"Includes Parafin Wax
Walk
"'" appointments welcome.
Gift certificates available
We accept local checks & MC/Visa

Hours: Mon-Wed loam-8pm
r
_,
„
_
ITiurs-Sat gam-8pm

Steaks, Ribs, Salads. Sandwiches,
Pasta. Seafood, Fresh Baked Bread

treet

LIVE JAZZ0*
Ever) Wednesday Night
7:30- 10:30
I Mill Street. Suunton, V\

Sun 11-10 pm
Sunday Brunch 11-3 pm

"
■«_

Register for Saturday

*2°

Mon-Sal 4- It) pm

Stop by the Ski Office M-F 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
to fill out an application.

Drums

801-8070
'

Ful1 Set

'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!

432-1594 for hours and information
Tapestries

Asian A/ailS

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and More!

*

1163 South Main Street

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug 25: 53

Now hiring for Ski Season

Storewide savings
Thursday through Saturday
November 1-3
*

EARTH

Recovered
Stolen Property
• A vehicle reportedly was
recovered In R1 -lot Oct. 25 at
8:41 p.m.
The vehicle was reported
stolen on Sept. 7 to the
ChariottesviKe Police Department.

at
Ski Resort
Massanuttert

^

^ 5th ANNIVERSARY SALE

OF THE

Property Damage
• A JMU employee reported
damage to vehicle's rear
bumper while it was parked In
W-lot Oct. 23 between 8 a.m.
and 5:05 p.m.
• A window pane reportedly
was broken In Wilson Hall
between Oct. 16 and Oct 23 at
2 p.m.
• A JMU student reported a
yellow wooden barricade fell
onto a vehicle in R6-lbt
between Oct. 20 at 10 p.m. and
Oct 26 at noon.
• A non-student reported damage to a windshield in C44ot
Oct 26 at 12:23 p.m.
• A victim reported mirror
glass was taken from a van
outside Wayland Hall Oct 28
at 3:33 p.m.
• A JMU student had the rightside mirror broken oil in the R2lol between Oct 22 at 5 p.m.
and Oct. 26 at 11 p.m.

Ski Free

I "a unique and melting store"

^

described at a white male, in
his early 30s. approximately 6
feet tall with brown hair.

■taSK*
cm8860656
in the Valley
www milhirvciiiriN com

434-3433
785 B. Market St. Harnsonburg
Tues-Sat 10-5 or by appointment

Unique handmade gifts

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel G. Winner, M.D.
Louis E. Nelson. M.D.

C. Larry Whitten. M.D.

Herbert E Bing, M.D.

M. Catherine Slusher. M.D.
Sherry L. Driver. F.N.P.

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.
Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800) 545-3348
Ask about our
new extended hours
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

lihTnen! Desar:nent will be holding auditions lot I

Alternative clothing, lingerie, accessories,
videos, DVDs, adult novelties

Monday, November 5,3:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Shenandoah University, Wilkins Ballroom
Seeking: dancers, singers, actors, acrobats, jugglers, puppeteers, mimes,
magicians and technicians (or live shows. Bring prepared audition for all talents.

(Buy 2 videos and get I FREE)

5051 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-6403
Mon-Thurs \0am-9\rm
Fri & Sat I Oam- J Opm
Sunday I2pm-7pm

Call: 800-253-3302
TALENTSEARCHBGW.COM

©

tertainment

k.' .-"IfM Mi rj.i iv-LV. t--,-..r M| t| —....„,

Vide* Japed Auditions totncounefyoubMerMrtaurMonnt^^
upi ufxtt of fo/ n-yii to 'wrr$«*en oo BUK* GarrJm On* BmcttGM*V BM. VNhinttwg. VA nw iPtom wntto t*o« c*i KX t* ntmt)
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990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg VA
across from CVS & Hardees ot the corner of Reservoir & Cantrel
We have the largest selection of body jewelry in Virginia, and it is growing every day. New jewelry arrives twice a week,
expanding our selection to give you your choice of surgical grade stainless steel, 14k yellow and white gold, niobium,
titanium, lucite, glass, amber, jewelled pieces, glow-in-th-dark, dice. The list goes on and on. With years of experience,
our body piercing staff is second to none.
Body Piercers
Scott Garnett
Nick Swartz

Skin

Thai

Daniel Jones
Debbie Golden
Kody Golden
Mark Bell
Troy Herstine

Brought to you by the
owners of Skin Thrills
Tattoo & Body Piercing
in Roanoke, Virginia and
A Captive Bead Co., Inc.
-a worldwide manufacturer and distributer of
only the highest quality
body jewelry.

Tattoo Artists
Dustin' Golden
Mike Golden
Troy Herstine
Shawn Montgomery
Packy Setchel
Andrew Conner
Mark Bell

Our tattoo artists have years of experience in the industry and offer a wide range of tattooing talents and styles. Some
specialties include black & grey or color portraits, new school, old school, traditional, oriental and much, much more.
Bring in a design of your own, or choose from over 10,000 designs on our walls. You can even have your artist custom
design a tattoo just for you. Mention this ad and receive $ 10 off a tattoo of at least $50, or $5 off a piercing or $20 or more.

Come by and see us at Harrisonburg's only award winning,
tattoo studio. Alley Cat Tattoo & Body Piercing.
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Plans for off-campus card use
move ahead with model contracts
BY JOHN I.I USARD

dents, the office sbo gives
iiit'iu'v nuii,ii;< ment seminars
aimed at teaching valuable
skills such M budgeting arid
investing "Our goal is to be a
partner with flu- BtudeM body
at JMU/'Barnett s.ml

SGA reporter
Efforts lo move [AC use
off-campus progressed recently .is Student Government
Association members completed a model contract governing |AC usuage. This latest
stride brings the goal of allowing students to purchase
goods and services at off-campus locations even closer to
becoming a reality.
According to senior Peter
Swerdzewski, SCA executive
assistant, the model contract
will go to a student-suggested
list of vendors. The interested
vendors will then attend an
informational meeting and will
be able to sign up for the partnership.

Dream internships
Sophomore Alicia llranados
spoke about the University of
Dreams internship program in
which selected students will
work in Silicon Valley during
the upcoming summer. "Many
opportunities and oonmctfOfM
are available there," she Mid
Students will have a normal
"nine-to-five" job while alto
attending internship swiinui'
Citing the benefits of the program, she said, "It gives you a
taste of your major." Those
interested
should
go
to
xvivw.uoftln'twK com. The program is open to all college students, according lo the Web site.

Bookstore
Dave Barnes, director of the
Student Center Services, reported that the planned $45 million
bookstore to be completed in
the next 18 months will feature
more selections and conveniences for JMU students.
Barnes said the new facility will
feature two levels as well as the
usual selection of apparel and
school-related items. Barnes
said construction is going to
start soon.

Walk this way
Pedestrian issues, a perennial concern to students,
were discussed in light of the
many new construction projects on campus. |unior
Sabrina Harshbarger, chair
man of the student Mrvictt
committee, announced that
the "Special" bus will not be
returning to |MU because it
would not significantly alleviate overcrowded buses
Barnes said that the new
parking deck added room for
500 more cars and contributes to the congestion.
"Special" buses temporarily
run on congested routes.

Financial aid speaker
Guest speaker Brad Barnett,
associate director for Financial
Aid and Scholarships, spoke to
students about the multifaceted
role of the financial aid office. In
addition to doling out millions
of dollars in loans, scholarships
and grants to thousands of stu-

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
A bill to allocate over
51, KM) to the Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority Inc. passed
unanimously after much disiiisMou. The group will use
over $700 for new costumes
for use in its upcoming step
show. The group won first
place last year at the Eastern
Carolina Cluster Conference
competition and took home a
$!"UH) cash pn/e.
Some, however, questioned the precedent of
annually giving out money
to the same group for the
same event.
"How is the cycle ever
BOlng to end?" said junior
Hell
Hall
senator
Mike
Goodman of the SGA finance
committee. AKA members
said because it is a service
organization, its national
office does not allow it to
carry forward a large balance
into a new year and is forced
to fund raise an enormous
amount of money in a very
short time.
Junior Jeff Burke, chairman of the Academic Affairs
committee, said, "We should
ghrC them new money for a
new year."
America Speak Out
Sophomore I evar Stoney,
chairman of the Multicultural
Awareness
Committee,
announced an America Speak
(Hit event on Nov. 14. The event
is a JMU forum created in
response to the hatred toward
certain ethnic groups that arose
.liter the tragedies on Sept. 11.

IUJ-.l1K)l<V('ollccnMn
Members of the SGA look on as current Issues such as off-campus JAC usage and finance bills
are discussed. These Issues continue to be In the forefront of the SGA agenda.

Join us at our TEACHER JOB FAIR
FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Hiring for the 2002 - 2003 school year
Registration:
November 10, 2001
Building
All candidates must
the Oakton High School
pre-schedule an
FlIlllIT

Interview.
Please call

8:30 AM to 3:30 PM

by November 6
to register.

...Child
b\ Child

M/K/U/V

NEw

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:

EMERGICARE

Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep Throat • Lacerations
In-house STD Testing

Vienna, Virginia

703-750-8533

KM

2900 Sutton Road

775 Cantrell Ave.
Mon.- Fri. 9 am-7 pm
(next to Hardees)
(TEraCaSl] Sat 10am-4pm
432-9996
^
■
i
jf
Sun. lpm-5pm
pm-5pm

For mtormation and directions, visit

www.fcps.edu

Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary

M*"**1

• OPEN 7 Days a Week

*•

BILLIARDS
1

LARGE

TOPPING PIZZA

$5.99 w/

FREE DELIVERY AFTER

433-0606
Farmer Jack Shopping Center, Next to Rugged Warehouse

f I \ Harrisonburg

/ Unitarian Universalists
Service 10:30 a.m.

Phone: K67-0073

I

Dream it. Do it. Disney.
I Naney is coming to campus.
ix>n't roB)ourctianoriD check OIK the bus behind the Htt DttwyHMf Galen I'nyr.uu
Paid internship* with dm wodoVfimoui n-v>n .in- ngflafak to ill mgon Mid -ill Colcge le\vk.
Visit wdwiolleueprog rjni.com .UKI (IK-II attend
the pnvnuonu to tin.) (*it what 1 Xsruv Off ,l<> tot WHI
l>rrsnitia«wi .itttikliiKt* P mptinsl to interview

Thursday, November 1, 2001
6:00 PM
Taylor Hall Room 404

We respect the inherent worth ami dignity of fw F) pi I ton ami justice.
toualits and compassion in human rotation*

*
:

5

Visitors Welcome

lill|> ■ I
I .i u.i.Di I linn I iii.nl: llhui _: i i,,! in I
K«r possible cum pus meeting in for million conflict Kiilph i.nne: nro\erf (ijmu.edu
Route 33, 5 miles west of Minn.' ,\ I i.iU Knler prise Schoolhouse

\*JCOLLEGE PROGRAM
wdwcollegeprogfam com

"Spirit Quest"
A Journey For Youth, Ages 4 Thmugh 17, SUNDAY'S at /0:30 A.M.

Beginner Caving
Date: Nov. 16

Date: Nov. 7

lime: 2-:-1

lire: 1:30-6:30 pm

Cost 515 JMU. 520 Guest
Level: Beginner arfd up

•V

Pre-Trip Meeting: No». 13,7 pm

HeaHhy Vegetarianism

"i \

Date. Nov. 5
lime: 7-8 pm

1'iYi.'«. I GfSli'iKSilSl IM Date- Nov. 9

•

Time: 3-6 pm

Date Nov ft

Register by Nov. 5
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for more info call x8-8700
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or visit wwwj'mu.edu/recrenti'ri I
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]ime:9am-5pm
Cost $20 JMU, $25 Guest
Level: Beqinner anc' up
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THE VILLAGE AT FOREST HILLS
A Convenient, Quiet And
Academically Friendly Community
Enjoy 3-level townhousc, 4 to 5 bedrooms, 2 V, baths.
Conveniently located within walking distance to campus.
Air-Conditioned
Some With Decks, Porches
Fully Equipped Kitchens
Washer/ Dryer
High Speed Internet Availability
Private Cul-Dc-Sac Street
$1,500 to $1,600 per month
If you are considering living off campus and would like to
be part of something new and positive give
The Village at Forest Hills a call.

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
THAT ARE CLEAR
AND CONCISE.
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN'T.

(540) 828-0220
wA\\v.ilic\illiieciiirorcstliiljs_<Mi_s:i net

Like to sleep in on
Sunday mornings?

Aside from our name, were always been in favor of making things simple.
So contact us for smart, easy investment techniques to help you reach your financial goals.

COME
AS
YOU ARE

TIAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776

Spending the
weekend away?
Third .shift keeping
you from church?

Casual • Caring • Contemporary Worship
6:30 p.m. every Sunday
Beginning October 7

FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN
ON
COURT SQUARE

Nursery Provided

Managing money for people
will! olhcr Inings to think about:

■manual

www.firstpreshlig.org 434-6551
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HOME OFFICE COLLECTION
?,...

Vreeente

The Valley's Newest Rock Sensation U

1 '*

Live &n s''
Bookcases-

He Cabinets

You Pick Your

3 or 4 Drawers

Sizes & Widths
Width 24-48"
Height 30-84"

Hi: I h6ory witmuesi
"Small Town Workers" & "Mooch"
Saturday Nov. 3rd

9:30 pm

' 'ft Star

35 I ■
Tickets On Sale NOW at Mainstreet Bar & Grill &

60- Deluxe Rolllop

Looking For A
Power Space For
Your Computer?
Choose From
Over 50
Desk Styles
54" Promotional
Computer Flattop

Plan 9 in Harrisonburg.
Tickets are $8.00 in Advance - $10.00 at Door.
Ki: Theory introducing their Newest Single. Details

54" Promotional
Rolllop
(w/3 pair

at the show about the exclusive After Party!!

432.9963
Ml Shows 18 a, up. Unless Otherwise Noiedl
Mainstreet is Perfectly Located at 153 South Mainstreet. Harrisonburg

Euro Glides)

« House Oaks Sofas
MORE THAN JUST OAK!

**

m

90 Days
Same-As Cat*
ToQuaUfM
Buywt

2475 S. Main St., Harrisonburg (Behind Pizza Hut) K NORWMJC
Check Out Our Web Site at houieofoak.com
*~''.
Mon-Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-6 1540)432-1383
Bl-lexstccl.
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'" What I am againM is the
threat... of the kind of fundamentalism that breeds sueh
atroeities against humanity."
Russ MARTIN
sophomore
see letter, page 11
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"Another issue to be considered in the duration of the
planning stages is the placement of organizations ..."
see house editorial, below

DAVE KIM
BREEZE REAPER'S VIEW

Student finds U.S,
to be desensitized

f\,H0N UK WWf fl^f-,\fv. n'«.
hxJ^E R-KE-tll/M

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Arts center a go, with minor inconveniences
JMU is in the planning
stages of the most expensive
project in the history of the
school, and there is a lot of
excitement in these rirst stages
from those who will benefit
from the construction.
The addition to IXike Mall
and construction of a new performing arts building on the
site of Anthony-Seegri 11.ill
seems .ilmost too good to be
true. The results are greatly
promising, but some details
should be pondered.
On the upside of things, the
university will be constructing
the first new academic building
for the arts department since
the Musk Building in the 1980s
and other facilities in the 1960s.
This is an excellent chance, as
many MM lh.it the facilities
currently used are not up to the
standard they should be to support the needs of liberal arts
programs. Theatre II was once a
1920s chicken coop and auditoriums for student performances
are l<xated in a [950l elemen
tary school and an overused
lecture hall The art department
desperately needs the addition-

al room for classes. None of the
facilities currently in use are
adequate for the demands
placed on them.
Hie design of the building
also is conducive to student life
The idea of an underpass or
overpass to keep students from
crossing South Main Street is
being investigated. Such a

•44A new performing arts
building... seems almost
too good to be true.
-99 —
■trtlCtura would reduce the
number of# pedestrian-related
accidents that have been prominent on campus in recent years.
While there are no e\ ident
problems with the upcoming
plans foi the new and wonderful facilities, there are
issues
surrounding
the
destruction
of
AnthonySeeger Hall.
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According to a Jan. 11 Breeze
article, Anthony-Seeger was
emptied of students when
administration decided that
moving the School of Speech
Communication and the School
of Media Arts and Design
would prevent students from
crossing South Main Street.
Since these moves, renovations
were made to the building. In
order for the Center for
A",-sment
and
Research
Studies to facilitate the building, classrooms were carpeted
and painted to convert into
offices. Class walls and doorways were installed on either
end of the main hallway. The
disturbing fact of the matter is
that these costly improvements,
and likely many others, will be
dcmollthtd with the building
in order to make room for the
new art building, a plan that
has been under discussion for
quite some time.
Understandably, carpet, furniture and paint are menial in
comparison to a multi-million
dollar project, but the waste of
university funds is disturbing.
Another issue to be consul

ered in the duration of the
planning stages is the placement of organizations currently using the Anthony-Seeger
facility.
The
Center
for
Assessment and
Research
Studies has barely begun its
time in Anthony-Seeger since
its move over the summer.
Media
organizations
The
Breeze, The Btuestone, WXJM
and WMRA all are located in
the building. The question
lingers — will media organizations have a home?
I larrison I (all was given the
go-ahead for planning the renovation to make it the new center for SMAD. It has not been
said whether the publications
or radio stations will have
room in the new Harrison, hut
a temporary location likely
would have to be implemented
for their use.
The new arts building is a
promising idea, but inconveniences will have to be
made in the process. Money
put into Anthony Seeger ren
ovations will be losi and
organizations will be searching lor new residences.

With the events of Sept 11
still fresh in our minds and the
updates about The War on
Terrorism continuously being
fed to us through our televisions
and computers, we're paying
less attention to other things that
no longer seem very significant
This may be rightfully so. The
MntimenN of patriotism and
brotherhcxxJ have been, for the
most part, gcxxi, and I applaud
the
nationwide
solidarity
I low ever, I believe some things
should be addressed e\ en at the
prospect of bursting bubbles and
leaving Pleasantville. So I'd like
perform my patriotic duty and
answer the president's call to
return to normalcy. I wish to do
this by going Kick to politic- as
usual and addressing an issue
that occurred earlier this year
Rev. |css,> |
Jackson has
added Mel Reynolds, former
Democratic congressman of
Illinois,
to
the
National
Rainbow/PUSH Coalition pay
roll. Reynolds, you may recall,
was among the I7h excused in
President Clinton's last-minute
pardon- spree. According to
Chicago Tribune, Reynolds was
convicted in August 1995 of
charges of criminal sexual
assault, obstruction of justice
and solicitation of child pornography in a case stemming from
his sexual relationship with a 16year-old campaign volunteer.
He only served two years in
state prison on those charges. In
1997, he was faced with 15 convictions of wire fraud, bank
fraud and giving false state
ments to the Federal Election
Commission. And we thought
they made such a big deal out of
Gary Condit and Bill Clinton. At
least the ladies involved in those
affairs were not in high school.
Oh, and let's not forget, the
Reverend himself was involved
in one of those and knows what
it's like all too well. According to
The Washington fat, in January
Jackson finally admitted he had
fathered a child out of wedlock
with a former aide and had taken
his pregnant mistress to the
White House even as he was
counseling then President
Clinton about his allair with
intern Monica Lewinsky. I low's
that for irony? And if you were
Clinton in th.it situation, would
you have sought spiritual guidance from a hypocritical minister? Perhaps Clinton had the
chance to counsel Jackson only
two years after his impeachment.
I wonder if the readers can

really grasp what's happened.
Let me put it another way. This
is worthy of an entry in the
"Guinness Book of World
Records." Why? Because according
to
columnist
Deroy
Murdock, this truly may be a
first in American politics: an excongressman who had sex with
a subordinate won clemency
from a president who had sex
with a subordinate, then was
hired by I clergyman who had
sex with a subordinate. I believe
in forgiveness and redemption,
but if you had sex with a minor,
think you'll be so lucky and
secure a position with such a
powerful
and
well-known
organization?
Before going any further,
allow me to clear up something
about myself I'm not a rightwing conservative going after
the liberals. I dislike the extreme
right-wingers equally as much
as the ultra lilvrals The National
Rainbow /PUSH Coalition is just
as ridiculous as the National
Rifle Association. It's obvious
that RPC, both a charity and a
religious congregation founded
by Jackson, has served as a backdrop for Jackson's political
ambitions, yet most of us shy
away from standing up to it in
tear of being labeled as "politically incorrect." And the NRA
pretends to speak for the vast
majority of Americans when it
says Americans don't want any
restrictions on buying guns. A
few safety measures for ensuring that certain people cannot
legally purchase guns certainly
couldn't hurt much. I believe the
majority of Americans are somewhere in the middle with me.
However, it's the liberals and
conservatives that grab the
headlines and seem to have all
the political clout, and for that
reason I dislike both extremists.
Sort of an Equal Opportunity
Basher, if you will.
Maybe I'm too idealistic. I've
heard some students at JMU say
that they didn't think a public
official having an affair was
such a hig deal Well, I do. I'm
afraid our society is developing
a callous to these events. With
new and better ways to deliver
information instantly and more
accurately to the masses, we
read and hear about these
events too often, and the, effects
are less severe each time until
eventually, we find ourselves
yawning when hearing about
see SHOUU) page 12

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Stealing pizza delivery
signs a bad idea
To the Editor
I would like to send a DIM
sage to all students: do not
t.ikr ,i sign from a piz/a delivery car. The effects on you, the
pizza company and the delivery person are not worth the
possible "coolness" of having
.1 sign. It you do give in to this
temptation, I guarantee you
will regret the decision every
minute after you take the sign.
not only for the consequences
you will endure, but also for
the damage you will cause
others out of the pure stupidity of your actions.
Once you are arrested and
charged with stealing I pb a
sign, sentencing is up to the
Harrisonburg Court. Once
charged* you could be convicted with larceny. You
could face penalties such as
having to do many hours of
community service, pay hefty
fines or possibly serve time in
jail. With a criminal record,
any possible employer will
find out about your conviction. This may not seem so
bad at first, but if it comes
down to two equally qualified people for a job, one
stolen sign will make the difference, and you could miss
out on a job. Think about it,
would you hire a thief? Not to
mention the consequences the
university may impose should
vou attempt such a stunt on

campus.
Financial distress is the
next consequence to consider
when stealing a pizza delivery
sign. For starters, expect to pay
around $500 to repair the
delivery car, which could have
been
scratched
during
removal of the sign. You also
can expect to pay the rental
car costs while the car is
being repaired. This type of
damage happens to pizza
delivery cars frequently. In
fact, the threat of such d.image
hai made it hard for Domino's
to keep a staff of delivery people on hand. You can also
expect to pay for a lawyer, and
lawyers are not cheap.
Of course, I'm sure that
many people think that you'd
have to be an idiot to get
caught taking I sign, but 1 can
assure that is not so. Not only
can you get in trouble if you
are caught in the act of taking
the sign, you also can get in
trouble it the sign is seen in
your room. I laving the sign in
your room is like having |
sign that says, "I'm a thief,
come get me" hanging on
your wall. So if you have
already taken one of these
pizza signs, I urge you to
return it. The consequences of
not doing so are drastic.
Trust me when I say that
stealing a pizza sign will ruin
your year and could possibly
ruin much more.
Jeff Briggs
sophomore, ISAT

U.S. worthy of great
expectations
To the Editor
I am writing to express my
sincere gratitude to all who
support Operation Enduring
Freedom. I, too, denounce the
loss of innocent life 1 lowever, 1
would not expect our country
to sit idly by and not return
shots, blow for blow. To envision a war without civilian
causalities is simply unreahs
be. The stnki-s on Arghanistan
are being conducted with
utmost military precision. On
the other hand, the attacks
against the United States supported by the Taliban were of
opposite intent.
Recently a hunger strike
was conducted in the name of
peace and to recognize the
inevitable refugee crisis \\(|S
this hunger strike really for
peace, or was it to recognize
the plight of the slarvmg
Afghani citizen? The refugee
crisis was occurring long
before Sept. 11. Thousands of
Afghanis were starving and
seeking sanctuary in neighboring countries to escape the
oppression of the ruling
Taliban. However, when the
L'nited States and its allies
successfully
remove
the
Taliban from power, great
potential exists to improve the
Afghani way «>f life through
the installation of a U.N. monitored government.
The attacks on Sept. 11 were

not simply targeting our
defense system, they were an
absolute assault on our way of
life These events were used to
mock, criticize and condemn
our social freedom and economic fortitude. They were a
small attempt to undermine
our right as individuals to conduct hunger strikes and vocalize them with pen and ink. The
international tragedy that
occurred in our country was
maliciously calculated, and a
government with the foresight
to recognize the devastation it
would cause supported it.
The United States has never
accepted tyranny. This nation
was formed by those who
sought jusbce against wrongdoing. We did not accept the
unfair
representation
we
received from Britain in the
lHth century. We did not passively watch Hitler's destruction in Europe, and we should
not sit silently, ignoring this
personal attack. When questioning military action, look
only at recent history to analyze
the success of sanctions.
Economic embargoes have
done little to break evil government regimes. Cuba continues
to be communist, while Siddam
and Iraq still refuse to allow U.N.
weapons inspectors to monitor
their facilities. IXies anyone
expect an already impoverished
nation to be affected by international ecmomic sanctions?
see LETTERS, page U
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OPINION

Be an American Patriot. ynA
On November 6th, VOTEIl Ufi

liming Deitocntsof Anefira

Freedom grants us no greater privilege than the right to choose our
leaders. Some say there is no difference between the leaders of
Virginia's parties. Don't believe them. On issues important to young
people, the differences couldn't be more clear. See for yourself! And
remember, on November 6th, it's your choice.

The Issues
for Virginia's
Future

Stronger Public
Kducation

The Warner, Kaine and
McEachin Agenda

The Republican Agenda

Supports increased investment in our public schools.
raising Icachcr salaries, reducing class sizes, and
promoting real learning - not just rote memorization.

Kailed (o pass a slate budget - put a stop to raises
for teachers; kids arc forced to learn in trailers;
classrooms arc overcrowded and in need of repair
Virginian Pilot 5/10/01. ill 1101

A Woman's Right
to Choose

The
Environment

Trusts women to make difficult choices and supports a
woman's right to choose to have an abortion.

Supports preserving precious farmland and open space
so Virginians can enjoy the outdoors, clean air and safe
drinking water.

Opposes a woman's right to choose.

Failed to pass .1 state budget - eliminating funds to
preserve the open space and parkland where
Virginians enjoy outdoor recreational activities.
lirywiun 1'ihit % HUH HunmonJ Time* />i«/v/. h 1 4111

Civil Rights

Supports the Hate Crimes Prevention Act, will protect
successful affirmative action programs, and work
aggressively for pay equity for women.

Opposes the Hate Crimes Prevention Act. opposes
affirmative action, and has never come up with a
strong stand on pay equity for women.

On November 6th. it's YOUR CHOICE!

VOTE WARNER, KAINE and McEACHIN!
Authorized by Victory 2001

Vote Democratic!
www.yda.org
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Tech Level I

Ir Our!

Deadline is just around the corner!

TlM£ l£ 3£rrlu<3
Tech level I and ISST administered in
Ashby Hall Computer Lab, Room L7
Deadlines:
Tech Level I- December 6,2001
SST April 25,2002

S>40Q.r£R. AUD
UWJE.S AQ.G.

3Q.OWIU3 uou^eRiI

Tech Level I Tutorials
November 5 - 8 and
December 3-4
5pm-7pm
In the Ashby Testing Lab

These tutorials provide hands-on instruction for
all three components of Tech Level I.
Jk.

Tech Level I deadline for first year
students is Dec 6,2001
^

^•edu/genedl^

Ashby Testing Lab Schedules
Monday 9am-5pm
Tuesday 9:30am 5pm
Wednesday 9am-5pm

If you have questions about the Tech Level I or
ISST requirements, contact Cheree' Hammond at tech-one@jmu.edu.
Upcoming tutorials, current information for the Fall 2001 semester, as well as hints for
testing success will he posted regularl> on the (ienkd wehpage at http www.jrau Mill gcnd ic-chcomp.hlml

Thursday 9:30am-5pm
Friday 9am-2pm
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
IJ-:TTERS.frompag,7
If we are seeking inspiration, look no further. The
thousands of people working
in the military and for the
government, laboring to protol I us. our families and our
country from future att.i. kv
should motivate us. We
should be enthused by the
overwhelming
nationwide
display of unity and patriotism. And we should be
inspired that the "Pledge of
Allegiance" has returned to
America's schools
Sir Winston Churchill said,
"Never give in — never,
never, never, never, in nothing
great or small, large or petty,
never give in except to convictions of honour and good
sense. Never yield to force;
never yield to the apparently
overwhelming might of the
enemy." We should accept
nothing less from a country as
great as America.
Ryan Lewis
economics, 2000

Church and state article
elicits response
To the Editor
I am writing this in response
to comments in the Oct. 25
Breeze article "Church and state
divided." One such comment
was that "(Sept. 11) is a message
from God that (the United
States) needs to rely on him
more" and that this is a result of
the separation of church and
state in this country. In case
nobody has noticed, the people
who attacked us come from a
country — a part of the world
— where church and state are
merged into a system that provides for the wealthy to use religion to manipulate the poor and
unfortunate to their own ends.
These people have been convinced to commit acts of terrorism in the name of religion of
the many but for the gain of the
few History, up to the present
day, has shown that the unification of church and state is the

breeding ground for discrimination against and even genocide of the "unbelievers" for
example.
the
Spanish
Inquisition, Russian pogroms,
the Crusades — the list goes on.
Understand that I am not
against belief in religion or in
prayer, especially in the aftermath of the events of Sept. 11.
What 1 am against is the threat
in our own country of the kind
of fundamentalism that breeds
such atrocities against humanity. The clear, stringent separation of church and state is a
principle that provides for the
freedoms we have and hold
dear. It is a principle that rrwde
our country unique at its inception and a height to which the
rest of the free world has
aspired. It is why even some
Muslims have come to thi-.
country, to escape the trappings
of oppression in a system whenchurch and state are one. The
very idea suggests that there is
but one religion in Ihis country.

and that could not be further
from the truth.
So, you can believe in whatever you want, in Christianity,
Atheism, Islam, or even that I
am wrong, but be thankful that
you are in a country where they
won't throw you in jail for it.
Russ Martin
sophomore, SMAD

these changing times call for a
dynamic nation
Patriotism
can
coexist
without supporting whatever
it takes to stamp out terrorism. On campuses and in
classrooms across the country,
students are calling for peaceful means to the conflict. They
speak about tolerance and fair
influence in the Middle East.
They are not mere remnants of
the Vietnam War protests.
They are individuals with differing ideas on American policy. They are why this country
has managed to be so prosperous. Be careful not to associate
them with disloyalty; you can
still love your country while
disagreeing with its actions.
But U.S. invention is essential, and there are no alternatives.
The
Anti-War
Movement resides In an alltoo-utopian world. In a Utopian world, peace is a viable
choice in the face of conflict,
but today, force must be met

Student supports
differing beliefs
To the Editor
It's a tricky lime for dissent
in today's public opinion
landscape. Blind allegiance to
any decision the United States
makes and lashing out at
those who think otherwise is
now an acceptable response to
these turbulent times. But the
line has to be drawn to separate dissent from disloyalty.
I Daaenl is an important part of
our society. Differing bcllefil
and opinions is what allows
great nations to thrive, and

with force. The world's history is shrouded in wars and
conquests. It is human nature
for these to exist. The problem
may be that conflicts in the
past were confronted by
tougher generations.
The
heroes of World War II grew
up playing backyard tackle
football. We grew up playing
Nintendo Football.-Our freedom was bought with blood
and battle. We need to realize
that this is also our duty for
the next generation.
I support and accept the
ideas of dissenters. They
have made America great
with their new ideas in
changing times. I support
the government decisions in
the wake of this crisis. They
have recognized the problems and confronted them
with a good mix of force and
diplomacy. But most of all, I
support America.
Michael Palmer
senior, quantitative finance

JMU MEN'S BASKETBAll

IMJHI»LI:/«;OIJI
Chinese Restaurant

SCRIMMAGE

4iee SbeLjetof.

$10.00 AfUumum - J!imUed /Jlea

Mon.-Thurs. 11 am-10 pm
Fri.-Sun. till 11 pm
Store Hours May Vary
No MSG Upon Request
No Checks Accepted

FREE!!

Special

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Combination Platters

Your first chance to
see the 2001-2002
Dukes in action!

$6.50

Lunch Special
Served with Fried tktt V^ Roll

$3.95

Full Menu Available in Store

Saturday, November 3, 2001
4:00 pm - JMU Convocation Center

(540) 568-9899

(540)438-1919

1031 Port Republic Rd
in Port Crossing
Shopping Center
next lo Food Lion

625 J Mt Clinton Pike
Near EMU
in Park View Plaza
Shopping Center
behind F&M Bank

Following the JMU Homecoming Football Game

GUina C*pAeU 2>eLoeU £<Jze ftalody'* A*tii*teU

PREMIUM
IMPORTED

CIGARS PIPES TOBACCOS
CIGARETTES BIDIS/CLOVES
SNUFF
SMOKING ACCESSORIES
FLASKS
GOURMET COFFEE and CHAI TEAS

VISIT HOMECOMING WEEKEND @ PEACE PIPE
The Shenandoah Valley's Tobacconist
2193 S. Main St., Dukes Plaza 433-7473
M-F 10-6 Sat 10-5 Closed Sunday

Cinnastix!!!
It Doesn't Set Better Than

FREE!
Buy 2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas
For $13.99 And Get
FREE Cinnastix or Breadsticks!
Not Valid With Any Other Offer
Serving JMU West Campus
Serving CSAT/Port Rd
& South Main St.
& North Harrisonburg
433-2300
433-3111
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Darts

Darts A Pats are submitted a>um\nuni\l\
ami pruned on a space-available basts.
Submissions an' based upon ime person's
optmon of a tjwrn situation, person or event
and do not net essarily reflect the truth.

LYDIA Vows/senior photographer

Pats

I\-mail darts and pat\ to hrcc/i'dpfo''hotmail com

TopiC: What is the most

Pat...

creative costume

Dart...

you saw this weekend?

A "thanks-forthe-motivation" pat to the
girl who recognized me .is .1 |ML' student
■id cheered for me during the 24th mile
Sunday during the 26th Annual Marine

"This guy dresseil up as
Edward Scissorhands,
and I actually thought
it was him."

Corps Marathon.
Sfni fn \ty a gmtefid senior who was running
msfini marathon and didn't hone any friends a
family tht-rc lo support hint

!

"My friend unit as
A. t Slater."

Sent in by a sophomon U ko dftodl 'he day
that his birthday present to their stbtfns mas
swiped by someone with a total lack ofnsped fbt
the property of others

freshman, psychology

Dart...

A "thanks for your time-and-patience"
pal to Mike, from the |MU help desk who
spent two hours working through a computer problem when my crnp-tashc internet
service provider would have nothing to do
with me.
Sent in by fifth-year senior who can noxv do
online IS AT assignments thanks lo yon.

A "thanks for the slap in the-face" dart
to the administration for deciding that veterans and active duty military personnel
aren't reason enough to close on Veteran's
Day and Memorial Day. Dr. King isn't the
only hero worth honoring.

Sent in by a disgusted "military mom'' and
daughter of a veteran.

Should the U.S. be more understanding?
SHOVIJ}. from page**

Sara Newman

tSW hand.

Pat...

sophomore, undeclared

"My two friends
dressed up as tea hags.
It was the coolest thing
ever."

■ / :t student who is hupfn/ thecan now
go home jot the weekend and impnued nt how
jxvpic around /Ml/ don't mind lending i help-

When I hey have to tell their b-y,iir->>ld brother

junior. English

Terrence Jeter

An "I -can't- tell-you-how- thankful-I.im" pat to the men at landmark Motors
lor giving up their time to help me out with
my car problems.

A grow-up-you-unp.itriotic morons"
dart h) the jerk who stole the rrugiu-tk
American (lag oH of my truck I ruirsc.,iv night

Peter Normanl

"I heard of two people
dressing up as Thing 1
and Thing 2."

Pat...

Dart...

Sherry Wright
sophomore, undeclared

An "I didn't-know-l-needed-to-bring-.v
gM -m.isk-to-UREC" dart to the girl next to
me on the elliptical machines who nearly
sufftvated me with her flatulence problem
Sunday night
Sn« fa Im i dLsgnmiht junior nto could not
get a Imilh of frail air ftir to enlm uvrkout.

such big events. Another bombing in the Middle East, some
more school kids killed in
Northern Ireland, another FBI
agent arrested for espionage.
Yawn — so what? Big deal.
How sad are we if we compromise our standards and beliefs
lust because they're commonly
violated. Instead, we should
demand that our leaders
remain
honest,
true
and
respectable more than ever. If

we let ourselves become calloused and indifferent, we're
likely to have more affairs,
bribes, double standards, coverups to hide these crimes and
cover-ups to hide the coverups. They may spread from our
national leaders and local officials to university administra
tors and friends.
We have just entered a new
century and new millennium
America is facing new difficulties and new threats in a new
global setting. With the conclu-

sion of the Cold War, America is
the lone superpower. It does
not need to be mired and
caught up with old trickeries
and dishonest leaders within its
borders.
These
problems
should be behind us; we should
be tackling new challenges.
Then, perhaps, we truly can
claim to be the superpower in
all aapCCta: economy, military,
our unique culture and our
KM i« tv The World War II generation often is said to have
been the Greatest Generation

in America for facing and
overcoming the incredible
challenges of its time. I believe
we may have a task that is
equally urgent and daunting.
The greatest danger may lie
in its deceptively non-threatening appearance. How will
we address this inherited
problem? How will we fare?
How will history reflect our
times? Will we pass it on to
the next generation?
Dave Kim is a junior political
science major.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Why is this guy of
evenj sporting event?

Study Abroad Scholarships!
The JMU Office of International Programs is pleased ,o
announce two 52,500 scholarships for 2002 spring and
summer semester programs in Florence, London,
Martinique, Paris and Salamanca!

Am I missing something? w, doni .». «*, h., *

moatthetiui Henri -/am the way and the truth and the

every game But don t work him up. he may be armed Aefor

I*. No ona cornea to the Father ucept through nt. •

John3 16 iti'oundinthe&Dli "Godeoloved Maworld
that ha gave hn one and on/y Son Dial whoever bilieveim
torn ihall not pawn but have atonal life. *
Thali what ell the fuaie about But what dm » moan,

Application Deadline: November 1,2001

till you'ii triad il. Peace with God 11 arming God become!
yow daddy, your guide, your counaakx your friend You no

1

you eik Wall that tha world n not aa it •houM M Jm! raid
tha newtpapera or watch Jerry Spnnger Trwiga era a mm
Ate mull God woe daoply moved by compan 3M0 act Hia
action waa lo Mtid hi Son mo tha world lo rtacua it
Mora preoeoly. to react* u We're the problem. The
world la • MM became no one ii complalily good or
ee«eee We re al einful lelhih beingo Evan the fanciit.

For eligibility and requirements,
visit the OIP website at
www.jmu.edu/international/studyabroad

When you receive Code lc.giv.nm you make peace
w* God. That might not eound Ilka much, but don't knock it

longer have to go through M alone. You eiptnenca God'e
lovo, companionihio and prmnce
And there'i the hope of eternal life The promiia of e
better tomorrow. With God. In a place whete Jerry couldn t
have a ahow became everyooi will get along juel fine.
Thil II good newi, worth ihanng. Parhepe thai guy at
tni game nn'toocraiy aflat ell

nrcaat pane* yau know n greatly Hawed and bean guilt

Are you curioui what it ■ like to know Jeeua Chnit'

belori Gad. TWo-e each one ol ua needed a Savior

Don't worry you won't have lo carry any ligni All you have

That Sanaa k Jeaua. Ha *n crucified for the fcrgivenen
ol our line. John 3-17 aaya that. -God did not lend hie Son
mto the wonVK condemn the wortf but to eere (he world
through haw.' We al need forgjveneia horn God through
Jeeui Chrtet Ha * God'i aoluiion lor the meae we re in-the

to do io give him a fair ihot at your heart You can aak lam to
come into your life right now-mt aak him in a aimplo
prayer K you realty mean it he will
To em more about JeIJI CTriet. read "John" in tha
Bible And look for EviryStuo.nl com when on the Web.

Art you missing someone?

EveryStudent.com
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YOU'VE MISSED...
inner campus buses
__] a opportunities to go to UREC
8 am classes
chances to talk to that j
hottie you met last weekend
But don't miss that

BSfl

last chance to get your
yearbook picture taken!

Monday, November 5th, Taylor 405 12-5pm
Tuesday, November 6th, Taylor 405 9-5pm
$5 sitting fee, $1 to reserve a yearbook
Questions? Call Allison at 568-6541
or e-mail the_bluestone@jmu.edu

D

A

ARK
w/COMEDIAN
MITCH FATEL

Wilson Hall
ShOW STARTS @ 0:OO P.M.
DOORS OPEN @ 7:00 P.M. .

•Alf,

a

I ■ )k MORE INTO,
HACI 56fW>217 OP VISIT WWW I I>P>.ORC

CIPB

I 13
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LIFESTYLES

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Partnerships art1 your theme thi> vear. That ought to be fun! One
of them could help you bring in quite a lot of money, and maybe even find a buried
trv.iMire. A solid, dependable partner is involved. So are experience, venture capital,
and luck from a cheerful foreigner But watch out for mechanical difficulties.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
mm
Today is a 6 - Don't brag (or comH^^M* plain) about mone) ["he less said
^/7 Ihf better, lust keep -lashing it
away for that vacation of your
dreams. You can push thmugh something that s been in the way of this goal.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today
»
Todaj is a 6 - Slow down for a
/vTAminui
minute. You've got a thing or two
• yP to k>a
earn. You may be doing well,
but you're not made of money.
St<»p spending it all on loved ones. Instead,
learn to make it grow for you.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^ i Today is a 6 - A lucky break could
J^lnuii; more work ■ and theoretioTW cally more money - your way You
can accept a challenge, but don't
get your hopes too high. There's something about it that won't be quite as magnificent as advertised.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
|J
J Today is a 7 - It'll take all your
experience, plus a big helping of
luck, but you could win the
prize. Give it a try just for the
fun of it. You know somebody who can
help make it happen.

Today is a 7 - You're under a bit
' of pressure, but luckily you're
sharp, charming and full of good
cheer. Others may pile on the
work, but you're happy to do it.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 6 - The spotlight is on
j^Sfc" you! What will you do for your
^^^b next trick? Be careful not to
break anything, especially at
work. You're a fine juggler, but don't take
any chain rs.

Cancer (June 22-|uly 22)
C^k Today is a 7 - It would be wise to
_ _j«5r do more research before making
a big domestic purchase. Ask a
fritnd who h.is experience. In an
attempt to dazzle you with rhetoric, the
salesperson may have forgotten an
important detail.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
_*f.
Today ba7- b M.mebody near
r^L « ana> dear to you nagging you
p^^S\ relentlessly' It would he easier to
ignore this person if you hadn't
made a promise. A change is required.
lust do it. Otherwise, you'll never hear
the end of it.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^^ <% Today is a 6 - You have a talent
^■■r for getting people to talk with
T> each other. That's good, because
they'll need some help. Listen to
your own advisors, too. When people get
upset, their hearing is one of the first
things to go.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
^
Today is a f» - You're facing
^F tough opponents, but you have a
J^V lot of talent. You're good with
words, and so darned good-looking that you'll charm them all. Don t forget to use your team.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

$!

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
± ^g Today is a 7 - Schedule errands
r-'^nl or dinner out for tomorrow.
^^^ Cleaning up your place takes
^^^^ precedence now. It may look
perfect to others, but you know of some
kind of mess that needs to be eradicated.
Get rid of it once and for all.

eomffiaiiiH

\am - Spin

Pisces
*
it Skk
ymJ'

(Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an 8 - You are being propolled lo the lop. You may be
asked to take more responsibility
due to big changes. Don't turn
down the chance just because you don't
know how. You can leam.
—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Color of
unpolished rice
6 Common viral
infection
9 Decorate
14 Com of India
15 Bread roll
16 Apia's country
17 Anti-government
doctrine
19 Entreaties
20 Erase
21 Juan's ranch
23 PC key
25 Neither's partner
26 Big retail store
31 Bitter outburst
36 Chestnut-andgray horse
37 Canyonlands
stale
39 Wanderer
40 Opera song
41 Double agents
43 Bell tone
44 boom
46 Harvest
47 Quechuan
speaker
48 Catch in a setup
50 Newcomer
52 Lingerie buy
54 Embrace
55 Commodious
60 Stopped
65 Poison
66 K>nd ol memory
that remembers
68 Bond together
69 Ripen
70 'Cheaper by the
71 Hem in
72 Smoked salmon
73 Last words
DOWN
1 Upholstery nail
2 Ancient alphabet
letter
3 October gem
4 Existed
5 Undiluted juice
6 Department ol
Justice agcy
7 Abundant

1

?
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'
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17

1

■
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76
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

8 Deprive of
courage
9 Headache
remover'
10 Broad valley
11 Portent
12 Word before block
or house
13 Astronauts'grp.
18 Blimp tiller
22 Camp bed
24 Private teacher
26 Rub out
27 Airhead
28 Fence coaling
29 Where lovers
walk'
30 Rams and bucks
32 Spring worm
catcher
33 In the midst of
34 Tango or twist
35
Allan Poe
38 Moorland
42 Dapper
45 President's team
49 Lion. Tiger or Bear
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Meeting outline
01 the ear
Ticket end
Johnnycake
Rotation line
Quote as an
example

■s

E|

■
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0 X
'-III
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59 Desert lily
61 Minute
particle
62 Magnitude
63 Tied
64 Lairs
67 Singer Ritter

parade
5 pm
AMES MADISON UNIVERSITY.
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Race to
'Democrat
■Mar^'Wamer

if
■Teacher Salaries

Warner will increase
teacher salaries to attract
and retain the most qualified teachers.
Every budget that he
introduces as governor
will include a salary
increase for teachers, so
that Virginia's teacher
salaries are at or beyond
the national average by
the end of his term

Security and Safely
Warner will enforce laws
fairly and firmly, prevent
crimes, support law
enforcement, support a
fair death penalty, punish
crimes motivated by hate,
end racial profiling and
support victims rights.

inish

Art by staff artist Jody Worthington

Election nears finish line;
students discuss issues
D*\m
senior writer
Pick your Mark. Get set.
\tote.
As Virginia's gubernatorial
race enters its last stretch.
Republican Mark Earlcy and
Democrat Mark Warner continue on the campaign trail
with Warner leading Earley
by 10 percentage points,
according to a statewide voter
survey published in The
Washington Post Oct. 28.
During the race, both candidates hurdled through the
debates, showing off their
goods to potential VOtUl
"I think Mark Warner
showed his true colors in the
debates," said senior Zak
Moore, College Republicans
chairman. "He has spent millions on TV ads and image
consultants, attempting to
convince Virginians that he is
a moderate. Voters do not see
the real Warner in his TV ads.
Fortunately, all that money
could not help him in the
debates. He snowed that he |
lacks leadership experience
and the
BY IAMBS

7<M 'Kflorm
"I think Virginia's tax code
is way out ol date. I think
we have a tax code and
tax system that was more
built lor an agricultural
age than an industrial
age, and surely not tor an
information age. So I
believe the next governor,
and I hope to be that governor, will have to oeal
with the tax restructuring."

knowledge of how our state
government works. He could
not hide his truly liberal agenda and the (act that he has
flip-flopped on nearly every
iMUf since running for. Senate
in 19%."
Others had a different
view of the debate. Junior
Lynette Diaz, College
Ctemocrats president, said, "1
think, like most viewers, I saw
the debates as repetitious and
frustrating. 1 wanted to hear
more debate over issues other
than the supposed tax
increase, but 1 do think that
Mark Warner did a good job
defending himself and maintaining his approach."
In terms of issues, the economy is a prominant issue, but
other issues have moved up in
importance as well.
"1 know Mark Earley has
addressed how he will deal
with the issue of public safety
and terrorism," Moore said.
"He has a very good handle
of these issues since he was
the | Virginia | Attorney
General for nearlv four WMl
The safety of all Virginians
has become a major concern
for Mark EariY\.
"Our faltering economy and taxes is also
important," Moore
said. "Earley knows
lh.it raising taxes
during a ran*
rion is a big
mis-

funding for public uniwrsi
ties and the new construction freeze can be
lifted."
The Sept. II
tragedy also has
shaped the upcoming

election.
"The events ot
Sept. 11 have redcfined the campaign.
Hie issue of safety
has become a
m,i|«M loncem."
MOOR said.

'Economic 'Development
Warner will build and
retain a quality workforce,
strengthen quality of life,
maintain a strong business climate, attract
regional economic cooperation, implement a governor's economic strike
force, promote rural economic growth, attract new
businesses and promote
tourism.

Diaz said.

'Transportation

"I think it has affected the
issues Mark Warner wants to
focus on. Democrats tend to
lean on issues concerning
health care, welfare and the
environment, but now issues
like security and the military
are more important. But I
think with Warner's background, if s evident that he's a
very versatile candidate."
According to both Moore
and Diaz, neither Earley nor
Warner plans to increase instate tuition.
To voters watching the
race who haven't decided
which candidate to place their
bets on, Moore and Diaz have
this to share:
"Look at the record,"
Moore said. "Earley was a
state senator and [Virginia]
attorney general. He understands the issues. He has the
experience, values and charac
ter to lead Virginia."
Diaz said, "Being educated about the issues is the
best advice 1 can gi\ e
When it comes to
deciding about a
candidate, the decision shouldn't be
based on what
your parents think
or what tlxi crowd
is going with. A
voter must choose
the candidate that
host tits their perspective on how'
things should be
handled."
While rant
are election-enthusiasts,
others find themselves disinterested.
"I haven't paid that much
attention to what is going on. so
lam not that well- informed."
smi< T lien Caretti said.
One non-voter MM hersell
.is informed hut dOM not like
v. hat she sees.
"They (the candidates)
bend the truth about each
other so much that you don't
know what is true and false,"
seniorSar.ih BUsMkL "Plus.
IX) matter who you vote for,
they end up being the same in
tile end

While Moore and Dia/
don't agree on much, they do
agree on the importance of
voting
S.1- FINAL, /WIXT 16

Almost too late for absentees;
officials urge voters to go to polls
BY SARA JI-.ANBLANC

Warner would like to
reform Virginia's transportation system by making VDOT more efficient
and effective and implementing long-term planning to focus on the specific needs of regions,
such as congestion relief
for Northern Virginia, utilization of the natural harbors In Hampton Roads,
and a high-speed connection to readily connect
Southwestern Virginia to
other parts of the state.

take."
Virginia's budget is a
major election Issue on the
front-burner of the Warner
campaign.
"Warner's background as
a strong businessman will
help Virginia get their economy going again after the
plummet if s talcing during
Gilmore's administration,"
Diaz said.
These issues' importance
stem from their close proximity to student life.
"The issue of terrorism and
safety is a concern for everyone, including students,"
Moore said. 'Trie issue of taxes
is also important. We pay a lot
of taxes, and Earley wants to
lower that burden. Many of us
will graduate this year. I know
I want to see a good job market
with many opportunities.
Earley's tax-reduction plan will
ensure that this happens."
Diaz said, "With a balanced
budget, Warner can provide

Cavalier Doth
With only a week until
H«ition D.iv. officials anencouraging voters who vole
by absentee ballot to do so as
MHtn as possible.
Voting in a timelv manner
is more important tin-, vear
because of recent mail dcl.n caused by the anthrax tan
said Rosanna Beneuach, senior policy analyst tor the
Virginia State Hoard ol

Bhctora
Registrars and elei1or.il
board members in Northern
Virginia especially have
-■xpressed concern about
absentee ballots getting to
electoral offices on time,
Bencoach said
"Those folks that are
applying al I late d.ite Ml the
ones we have the most con-

cern about." said Albcni.iiU'
County General Registrar
l.nkle 11.nils
Voters could expedite the
first part of the voting process
and avoid using the mail by
taxing their applications tor
tin .ilxsentee ballots, or having
them faxed to them, I larns
added. Ballots an- also availabk" for downloading off the

Internet
There is no way. however,
In.(void using traditional mail
service lor tin- transmittal of
the ballot itself.
Voter absentee balkit applications an' a\ ailabk' al
■kmtteaMtoouai Appiicatmis
can be requested until 5 pjn.
Thursday. All baUots must be
■erivtd bv 7 p.m. on raectiun
Day — Tuesday, Nov. n.
Tlvose who are concerned
about mail delays should

allow vxtra time for their ballots to arrive at registrars'
offices, said University of
Virginia College Republican
Chairman Adam Hatcher.
Or, "if you want to ensun*
your ballot is received in time,
send it by priority mail,"
Hatcher said.
This year, there has been
"slower than normal absentee
voting for a governor's election," Harris Mid
hlcction officials have been
"speculating" that less people
are requesting a ballot
Iwauseof a nOuctaiKcto
travel after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, she added.
Despite tl>e n-cent
tragedies, "we are getting ballots dailv and quite a number
of them." Harris said. "We
haven't really seen much of a
delay with what we have seen

so far "
Even without unusual
mail delays, "with a week to
go befirre Flection Day, I
would be encouraging folks
to vote in person if thev an'
able to," Bencoach said. Voters
who have not yet turned in
their applications should fax
them to their registrar, slie
said.
UVa.'s UnivcrMtv
Democrats l*resident S. Mohsin
Reza urged students to get
absentee ballots and n1um
them as soon as possibk'.
It s ,u\ important election." Rcva said. Especially
beoiuMol IIH- Florida coiittoversus- lollowmg tin- 2IKX)
1'H'sulenti.il election, "even
aspect of this election is being
carefully monitonxl

"Every vote counts," he
said.

Sources — www.markearley.com and www.markwarner2001.org

mam

%fpu6Gcan
Marlr[ 'Earley

'Teacher Salaries
Earley will raise teacher
salaries to the national
average, at a minimum.
To attract, retain and
compensate world-class
teachers, Earley also
pledges he will not submit
a budget to the General
Assembly without a pay
raise for teachers.

Security and Safety
Earley will assess and
address every aspect of
security — in schools, in
communities, in airports
and transportation facilities, critical Infrastructure
and every potential target
for terrorists.

TOJC

"Rsform

"I really support the effort
we have underway to
review the change and
the structure between
localities and the state
when it comes to taxes
My goal Is to make sure
that any ultimate implementation of that does
not result in any tax
increase to Virginians,
because I don't think we
need to raise taxes. I'm
opposed to that."

'Economic 'Development
Earley plans to aggresively promote and market
Virginia, increase focus
on tourism and establish
a "New Century Task
Force for Economic
Development" within the
first 100 days to develop
a long-term strategy to

meet Virginia's economic
needs.

'Transportation

Earley plans to implement
"Let's Move it Virginia" to
relieve congestion in
Northern Virginia and
open new roads in areas
of Virginia that need economic development such
as Southwest Virginia.
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Final stretch of election Madison pride shines in weekend events
a battle over issues
MADISON, from page 1

//si/

"It has never been more imporLini to vote," Moore said
"Especially for your state officials. They make dfriafonfl th.it
doaffiac t your Ufa like taxee and
tuition Voting Is your nj*ht.
and it is \ ery eat) to do Why
wouldn't you?"
I >ia/ slid. "Especially in this
time of crisis. Iferttty lobe apathetic. Mmy ar^ue lh.it thev
remain aparhatic becauaa tlw
don't like the seemingly corrupt
and seedy way politics an nin,
but these people need to realize
that our government controls the
foundation of our lives. Every
time you go to the hospital,
every time you buy something,
every time you turn on the TV,
some part of the government
controls you. It's what maintains
our freedom and liberty to
express ourselves and by not
voting you're giving up your
right to complain about issues.''
In terms of voter turn out.
David (ones, political science

professor, said of voter turnout,
"Low, it will be low. There are
two things |contributing to low
voter turnout) interest in aim
palgne has been low in large
part because of the focus on terrorism. With that said, the (second is that the) Warner campaign is spending a lot of
money on get-out-the-vote
efforts, and it may pay off for
Democrats. Recently in
Virginia, Republicans have been
more effective in getting out the
vote, but the Warner campaign
has been working on turning
that around. My sense is that
the Earley people are somewhat
deflated and discouraged. That
can suppress rum out, but both
will get out their hard-core sup-

porten"
With each candidate racing
toward the Nov. 6 finish line, it
is up to the Virginia votafl 10
HV how this one is going lobe
called
Absentee baBota can be
downloaded from

that the Homecoming theme
was conceived by a committee
of students, faculty and staff.
Thompson said this year's
Homecoming is, for the first
time, truly innovative. The technology committee of the
Homecoming committee has
partnered
with
Apple
Computer, Inc. to develop the
new People I-nuler system The
system is a Web-ha sod searchable database that alumni can
use to track down fellow alumni staying in town for the weekend. Stations will be set up in
several local hotels and near
Godwin Hall during the Field
Festival on Saturday. More
information on the People
1 imler system can be found at
itmnv.jfnu.eduAtorticconmig.
A Homecoming event that
kicks off today is Commons
Day, appropriately taking place
on the commons from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. This free event is for students to play games and win
free prizes but only if they are
wearing JMU's signature purple and gold.

Tonight also brings Talent
Jam 2001, sponsored by the
University Program Board. This
free events allows students to
witness JMU's most talented
acts as they vie for the coveted
No. 1 spot. The emcee of the
event is comedian Mitch Fatel.
who has made appearances on
both "The I .ate Show with
David Letterman" and "The
Tonight Show with Jay Lena"
Trie Talent Jam starts at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall.
The Homecoming Parade
will be on Friday at 5 p.m.
through Carrier and Bluestone
drives. This free event offers the
biggest display of energy all
weekend as many spirited students show up to represent various campus organizations with
creative floats and colorful bar)
rters.
Friday
night
features
"Flashback Friday" dance party
co-sponsored by the Center for
Multicultural /International
Student Services. The party
st.irts at 10 p.m. and goes to 2
am. in PC Ballroom. Tickets are
S3 in advance and $5 at the door

Saturday's haUvHtew begin
at 8 a.m. with the sixth annual
Duke 5K Fun Walk/Run iporv
sored by University Recreation
The first 250 registered partici
pants are awarded r.i.e bean
and T-shirts. Registration is
open until race day and the cost
is $12 in advance and SI 5 the
day of the event t .ill Bob
Golson or Nicole Hislel at x88711 foraddition.il inlorm.ition
The Brunch Tailgate at
Godwin Field from (ft45 to
11:45 a.m. gives alumni, faculty
students and stall a Ji.in-e to
enjoy great food and one another's company. The brunch costs
$10 per person and S5 tor children under the age of 12.
Advance payment is required
What would Homecoming
be without football? The I Hikes
take on the Blue Hens oi the
University of Delaware .it noon
at Bndgeforth Stadium IfcfcetS
are $20, and reserved anting
and general admission tickets
are available by calling x8
DUKE.
The
Homecoming Step
Show, sponsored by the (-MISS

and the Black Greek Caucus, is
Saturday
night.
This
Homecoming tradition — a
Syncopated and rhythmic display of music and dance —
starts at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall.
Tickets are $8 in advance and
$10 at the door.
Following the Step Show is
the Step Show After-Party at 11
p.m. in Godwin Hall. Cost of
.ulmivsion is S3 with a ticket
stub from the Step Show and $5
without. For more information
contact Zephia Bryant or Stacy
1Awards at x8-6636.
JMU
alumnus
Sam
Campbell ('01) is one of many
returning for the Homecoming
testivitii" "Having moved on
to grad school at another school,
I have found that I miss JMU —
the nice people, the campus, Dhall..." he said.
Freshman Gabrielle Lake
said "Because it is my first year
here at JMU, I am excited about
I loniivonung because I think it
will gi\e me an opportunity to
learn some traditions and
become a more active and spirited member of the community."

HIGHLAWN PAVILION
N J

Friday Night HOMECOM I

NGBSHOW

Doors open at 8
Music starts at 9
$6.00 Advance
$8.00 @ Door
Ages I8+Up
434.7282

Fighting Gravity
!fl step above student dousina
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they (O.A.R.) know what
students want."

All in 'The Family'

"The Family." Mario Puzo's latest mafia
novel, fails to measure up to the author's
earlier success, 'The Godfather."
119

NICK WARD

junior
see story below

MAKING THE SILVER SCREEN
Indy film ventures
BY ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO

staff writer
The barrage of advertisements
this week for 'N Sync's Lance Bass
and Joey Fatone's feature film debut
"On The Line" made me think of
what good movies are out there —
ones that don'I rip off story ideas
from other films, ones that don't base
the film's content around pop star
cameos, ones that are unique.
It led me to the conclusion that
independent films are where one can
find something unique. Films like
"Pulp Fiction" and "Memento" have
impacted film in recent years, by
experimenting with different aspects
of film and showing the audience
something different
Quenrin Tarantino's sophomore
film "Pulp Fiction" was a low-budget film that brought together the talent of Samuel L Jackson and the resurrected John Travolta around a
script that was written to perfection
with conversations that became staples in movie fans' minds forever
Humorous violence and a hip soundtrack also contributed to the film's
success Taranlino incorporated these
ideas in a way like none other, and
since then, many Hollywood films
have made an effort to mimic these
ideas and style. Retro music hit AIM
many soundtracks along with further experimentation with chronological IT.in ol nary idling
Filmmaker Christopher Nolan
took Tarantino's idea of jumbled
chronological order a step further
earlier this year with his breakthrough flick "Memento." Nolan tells
the story of a man who is investigating his wife's murder and his own
injury. The film takes the audience

6®

through the story
backward;
it
begins at the end
and ends at the
beginning. In each
scene, the viewer
discovers another piece
of the puzzle, and by the
end, has completed the puzzle.
These are just a few examples of
the greatness that comes with independent films. The filmmakers
behind them are unknown, have not
yet gained their footing in cinematic
society and are just trying to get their
foot in the door. In order to gain
recognition, they experiment with
what hasn't been done before. These
Gple aren't the ones behind megaget films like "The Mummy
Returns" or "Pearl Harbor." No,
these people go places with films that
have yet to be visited and hope to do
so in an effective way so their work
may be noticed by peers and the
industry. Indy hits like "Requiem for
a Dream" and "Swingers" were lowbudget projects that relied on writing
and editing skill as opposed to star
power and a big budget.
If these lesser-known films are so
great, why aren't they the ones dominating the theaters around America
and more locally in Harrisonburg?
Independent films are most available to those in big cities like
Washington, DC and New York
City. In most multiplexes, films like
"Pearl I tabor" take up three screens
while films like "Memento" ate driven to obscure movie houses at limited times. The reason behind that is
primarily population; big cities have
more people and more of an indem INDY, page 21

Hype hits big in Hollywood
BY SCOTT KING

made and it's not marketed well,
will anyone see it?
Have studios gone too far in hyping films? Take a look at this past
summer's debuts, "Pearl Harbor"
and "Tomb Raider." Movie trailers
appeared in the winter, months
before the movies were released.
Come summer, it was impossible not
to know their release dates.
"Pearl Harbor" cost almost S153
million to produce and grossed over
$198 million by Oct. 21, according to
the Internet Movie DataBase,
wunv.lMDB.com. 'Tomb Raider" cost
$80 million to produce and earned
over S131 million as of Oct. 21, also
according to uinv.IMDB.com.

staff writer
The lights of the theater slowly
dim, and the chatter of the sold-out
audience diminishes to a whisper.
The grease of popcorn lightly covers
your fingers as you reach for another
handful. Your date is beside you and
nothing could be better. This is the
blockbuster you have been waiting
months to see.
So why is it that by the the end of
the flick your date is yawning and
you feel cheated? Maybe it's because
you were. After months of having
the movie shoved in your face by the
media, you became a victim of the
hype, a tool used by major movie
studios. Hype is nothing more than a
psychological manipulation to
-"—.
coerce you, the moviegoer, into see... movies rarely live
ing a movie.
"I feel that movies rarely live
up to the expectations
up to the expectations built up
built up around them.
around them," senior Keira I l.irt
said. "Just because t film makes a
- Keira Hart
lot of money doesn't MM Its qittl
senior
iry is good."
Prudent moviegoers may prepare
themselves for Hollywood hype.
"My girlfriend and 1 were realh
Trailers, reviewers' quotes, TV spots,
hyped up and excited about seeing
billboards, posters, newspaper fee
Pearl
I [arbor,' and it was impossible
ture stories, promotional tie-ins and
"behind-the-scenes coverage" .ire all to watch television without stfllng
set up by studios to seduce you into one of the mot ies elaborate trailers.
the theater. These techniques con- hut alter sitting through three hours
I tain powerful messages targeting of awful acting and in occasional
spatial effect neither o( us were verj
certain demograplik BOUpS
sophomore Adam
The
movie
Industry Impressed,
depends on media. Without Hoover said.
Yet,
immediately
alter "Pearl
marketing, the Industry would
be helpless. Compare it to the Harbor'" and Tomb Raider" WCM
proverb, "If a tree falls in the forest released way ware struck with box
and no one hears it, does it make a office backlash, reflecting proof that
sound?" Similarly, if a movie is
tte HOLI.YWOOD. page 21

Trailers tell all
Bv SCOTT KING
staff writer

Hollywood hype has made
it much harder to feel that certain thrill when you watch
movies. While
watching
"American Pie 2" and "Rush
Hour 2" this summer. I didn't
laugh my way through both
films, as I should have. I spent
too much time thinking, "Oh,
this was funnier when I saw it
for the first time in the trailer." I
felt more relieved to get through
the film than entertained. The
current status of Hollywood
hype begs the question: have
trailers gone too far in showing
too much of a movie?
Comedies are crippled by the
amount of crucial moments and
catch lines shown in their trailers.
"Movie trailers show too
much of a movie, especially
comedies. Most of the time,
trailers for comedies end up
showing all of the funny parts,
and when you go to see the
movie it's nothing new," sophomore Traci l-anman said.
A popular summer movie
trailer for "American Pie 2"
shows a scene In which Jason
Biggs super glues "himself to
hirraeU The first time I saw
ma trailer, I burst out laughing,
but by the time 1 saw the movie
in the theater, the joke was old
and unoriginal. It had been
played out.
"Lots of people thought that
the ad (ampaign |for "American
Pie 2"] gave away too many of
the funny parts, hut 1 thought
ire TRAILERS, page 21

Revolution approaches I mam*»mt^
Bv JESSY HANEBURY
contributing writer
OAR. ticket holders can
charge up their audio recorders
in preparation for Sunday's concert and en)oy the show along
with lasting memories caught
on audio tape. Rock band
OAR. (Of A Revolution) is
expected to blow away the sold
out audience in Wilson Hall this
Sunday, Nov. 4 at 8 p.m., a concert
sponsored
by
the
University Program Board.
Best known for their popular
song "That was a crazy game of
poker," OAR. has a variety of
rock styles Band members say
their music "offers their listeners a fresh sound that is worthy
of its own genre — Island-Vibe
Roots Rock."
O.A.R., pronounced by the
letters, got its start in
Maryland when the band's
founding members. Marc
Roberge and Chris Culos, were
in junior high. Once in high

school, they were joined by
Richard
On
and
Benj
Gershman. The band earned a
following when its members
moved to Ohio to attend Ohio
State University. It also gained
a fifth member, Jerry Dipizzo.
O.A.R. has released three
albums since 1997: The Wanderer
(1997), Souls aflame (1999) and
Risen, which was released Feb. 6
by Everfine Records.
"1 think the fact that they
are the same age as many of the
people here at JMU Is really
cool because they know what
the students want," said junior
Nick Ward, director of musical
events for the UPB.
O.A.R. performed at soldout shows at Mainstreet Bar
and Grill last fall and at the
9:30 Club in Washington, D.C.,
this summer.
Jam rock band Llama is currently touring with O.A.R. and
will open the show Sunday.
An uncommon O.A.R. poli-

cy allows audience members
to tape its shows with audio
devices. The band's policy
states, "We feel as if taping
shows is helpful in the encouragement of fan interaction and
a way of having a permanent
memory of a live show."
Junior Jenn Champion said,
"1 think it just shows that they
are really about music, not
money or fame. They just want
to share it with everyone, and
lucky for us, it's great music."
Concert tickets sold for 58
for students and $12 for the
general public and sold out in
about two weeks.
"Their style is kind of different from a lot of music I listen to, but it's so catchy you
can't help but love it," sophomore Katie Mooney said.
For more information on
O.A.R. and Llama, visit their
Web
sites
at
unuw.ofarevolution.com
and
umrw.houseofllama.com.

IRENE WAZawSKAft •nurihifliw/ifeWfRvitor
Seven costumed a cappella groups raised nearly 31,000 for Students for Camp
Hsartland, an organization benefiting children affected by HIV and AIDS. Above, Madison
Project performs as '80s rock stars.
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Film festival features 'Masquerades'

Gwrfttnt/VIRGINIA Hl.Mn S'MVAJ
The 14th annual Virginia Rim
Festival In Charlottesvllle featured classic films as well as
new works portraying various
Images of the festival's
theme, "Masquerades."

B^ C \NNII DODSON
staff writer
One* .» vo.ir, produ
directors, acton and other artJi
tic typei invade the small city of
Chanottesvule, Why do they
CCttM? The Virginia
Film
Festival, an annual festival
which MghHghto me worJc of
Upcoming Irtfela and pays
homage to film dlBOlrj. .ill oi
which pertain to a specific
theme. This year's festival, Oct.
£ to 28, followed the theme
Masquerades' and featured
more than 60 films about at ton
playing roles of gender-bending, race<roaslng and any other
way of pretending to be MOM
thins they are not.
ITM faanvali presented by
the University of Virginia, features independent, classic and
foreign films and premieres. In
addition to film showings, the
UMiv.il featured guest speakers
including
actress
Gena

Rowlands dim toi producei
at iit Sydney Pollack, biographii Raj < amey and creature i re
atoi Stan Winston.
Now in its 1-llh w.ir, the film

Msttval began in the *S0a at i
meant of totegmttna me desire
to bring touriam to me area and
the burgeoning creative art

scene in tlu-, it\p In 19%, the festival became ■< part of UVa.'s
drama depart men I. bringing
with it a Mini studies program.
Arttstk
director
Rk hard
I/, a pTOM BKM ol Mini
at UVa., came to the festival
tight wars agg when he was
teaching at Cornell Universin
HerekowHa wee drawn to the
festival bccauM Ol its "unique
mix of daaatoi and premieres"
and because ol an Interns) in the
thematic scheme.
As to tin-- year's theme,
I lerekowita said Masquerades
make people amila
and it
adds .i festive asped to the fes-

tival due to its pro\nnit\ to
Halloween."
Director of Operations Ton
Talbot
also
felt
that
"Masquerades" was an interesting theme lor the festival
It
i has 80 many
I different mean
,ings;
these
films explore
, roles
of
I actors, race
and gender
| ,is well as
I how nori malcy can
i be a masquerade."
In her third year
with the festival I.ilbot has
grown to appreciate what she
calls an "ama/ing program in
which people can see films
may would have never bean
able to eat,
A ivw oi me outstanding
Rons from this year's festival

Included the short film "The
Accountant" stamngand directed by Ray McKinnon (who
appeared in "O, Brother Where
Art Thou?") about a con artist
country accountant. The French
film "Thomas in Love" directed
by Pierre-Paul Renders, shown
at the Regal Theatre, touched
upon the masquerades theme
through its portrayal of an agoraphobic man whose world is
filled with false images filtered
through his computer
Possibly the most exciting
film shown was the 19fHte classic
B movie "Invasion of the Body
Nut. hers," in which aliens take
over people's bodies and no one
is who tltey seem to be. Other
films shown included "Some
Like it Hot," "The GfBftl
Dictator" and "Phantom of the
Opera," all of which feature characters who assume another identity through costume or disguise.
The film festival operates

with the assistance of people like
tlerskowitz and Talbot, as well
as many other employees from
the university and other businesses in the area. In addition,
then' are volunteers, many of
whom return year after year to
see new films and experience the
excitement of new artistic talent.
Much of the charm of the
Virginia Film Festival comes
from its diverse and thoughtful
audiences that include the
young and old, educated, curious famous And infamous.
Discussions after the films
allowed audience members to
ask questions of the films'
actors, directors and producers.
Talk of the theme for next
year's festival included suggestions such as literary adaptations,
Shakespeare and music. But for
now, their anticipation must wait
until the theme is revealed next
summer for the 15th annual
Virginia Film Festival.

'From Hell' and back again 'K-PAX' shines
BY ZAK SAI.UI

"FROM HKLL"

senior writer
l,ate 19th century London.
as depicted by the Hughe*
Brother-., is ,i falering boil o( ,1
city where tim ddci in tinted
with ominous reds and purples,
where tkphanl men are (nit on
display (or the wealthy elite
■ltd where corruption, prostitution and violence run rampant
like the rats along the cobblestone streets. In short, "From
HeH"'s
backdrop
of
the
Whitechapel District of London
is an urban ghetto.
It's no surprise that the
Hughes Brothers, directors of
such urban ghetto films .is"Menace II Society" and "Dead
Presidents" would take on an
antiquated 'hood, centered on
that most famous of serial
killers (even more famous than
Hannibal l.ecler): jack the
Ripper. "From Hell," a myopic
and graphic film, is centered on
the slaying of six prostitutes in
1888 and the possible conspiracies that may have played a
part in the Ripper's mayhem.
Who was behind these brutal murders? Was it the secret
society of the Free Masons? Was
it just another butcher, doctor or
pimp gone mad? Was the royal

i
fO

STARRING:
JOHNNY DEPP
\ND HKATHIR GRAHAM

RATES: R
RUNNING TIME:

115 MINUTES

a««t

family Involved? These ideas
,111.1 in.tin mote Boat around tinfilm like flotsam, appearing first
in snippets ol dialogue and visu
all that slowly come together in
a neat package (or as neat as you
can get for Whitechapel). The
mystery and the mission of
inspector Fred Abberline to find
the Ripper is based on the
graphic novel of the same name
by Alan Moore and Hddie
Campbell.
Inspector Abberline, played
by Johnny Depp, frequents
opium dens where he "chaaea
the dragon" and has visions
about the Ripper's murders.
While trying to solve the case,
he falls in love with Man KsUy
(Heather Graham), predestined
in his opium dreams to be a victim of the Ripper.
The rvM. of o <wi* is m\ .t< i .

and conspiracy executed with
artistic flair In the Hushes
Brothers [he layers of images
superimposed on one another
remind one ol "Dram Stoker's
Dracula." an interesting waj of
Mending fad and fiction that is
not overdone here sail was in the
former film. Graham is notNne
to ra\e about and Depp la the
same character he was in
Hollow," the onl) investigator
who seems to take things esnV
oust) a have .i hand in bnpoi
taut events I Ha charaefcej a
opium dreams don't seem to
help him solve the case am
fiesta m fact Ihe) pia) no teal
part in the film other than to
show oit more ol the directors'
flair tor fast edits, haunting ail
nouettesand murkv amen niters
The real star of me show (asrl
should iv>. is ok- leek) himself
I le is a refined, methodical, elegant killer, gentlemanly in a U»p
hat and unoom cloak, [mages
depict him eating what might be
a rare steak or a victim's Organ
on fine dishes, surrounded by
elegant musk and a haunting
pit hue of a (love esque autopsy
It's pathetic to watch the
prostitutes come to him at the
promise ol liquor and sa
onl\ to be cut down in a flurrv of

staphk sound effects and one
gruesome throat-slashing scene.
Hut then, as we are so wont
BO say, those were the times."
when King a starving woman
of me streets meant going to
your death over a i luster of
truit and dreams of a ijuiet life
hv the sea seemed so impossible I or the two thirds ot the
film before his identity is
revealed, the Ripper is a shad
owy symbol of violence in a
\ iolenl * ity, a harbinger of more
earthly horrors to come, a
demon straight from hell
The lilm, however, is an
intriguing Study ol all things
Kipper
I hough it is nothing
mom than a gOthk murder-

mystery the experience is sweet
and promising. I ike a sprig ol
giapes, perhaps.
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"K-PAX"

BY SCOTT KING

staff writer

STARRING:

Nobody eats banana peels.
They have that hornble taste
KEVIN SPACEY
which is even worse than havAND JEFF BRIDGES
ing orange juice after brushing
RATED: PG-13
your teeth. It would be completely inhuman to eat them.
RUNNING TIME:
[hat is why it is not a surprise to
118 MINUTES
see Kevin Spacey in his new
movie "K-PAX" eating whole
bananas peels included.
most humanistic scene in the
Spacey plays Prot, a mental
movie shows Prot being hypnopatient who claims to be from
tized and revealing old memothe distant planet of K-PAX. The
ries.
Spacey returns to the calfilm tells the story of how Profs
iber
of acting seen in "American
psychiatrist, Pr Mark Powell,
Beauty" and the kind of acting
puyed bv Jeff Bridges, slowly
missing from "Pay it Forward."
begins to doubt whether or not
"K-PAX"'s one downfall is
I'rot is merely a menial patient.
its dragging pace. This is a
Thematically, the movie is
result of some of the darker
concerned with the importance
and more serious tones in the
ol families and human contact
movie. Although the previews
in everyday existence. Powell is
are light-hearted and give the
a w orka hoik who often negU\ ts
movie
a more comedic feel,
his wife and children in favor of
they aren't true to the film's
Trot Working on Profs case,
dramatic essence.
however, the doctor realizes
Instead of a tell-all ending like
how desolate it is for a person to
in 'The Sixth Sense," "K-PAX's
be alone in the universe.
finale left room for viewer interSpacey does an outstanding
pretation. The filmmakers don't
job and excels at his signature
wrap
up everything into a nice
caustic sarcasm. 1 le plays Prot in
little package at the end and this
I straightforward manner and
never shows a sign of not being alone proves how powerful and
spellbinding "K-PAX" really is.
the alien he claims to be. The
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Come visit during Homecoming Weekend
For the most unique selection of jewelry

3
o

Q.

2
o

Rated #1 Jeweler in the Shenandoah Valley
by the Daily News Record poll
*Come see the 3.48 carat Diamond
only $4,000.00

m

'(subject to prior sale)

James McHone Jewelry
75 South Court Square
Downtown on Court Square

433-1833

01
r-r
(l
(—

JAMES |J]CHONE
lntll)«

jewelry

Wc Specialize in:
•Cantonese
•Szechaun
•Mandarin Cuisine

Dine-In or Carry-Out
Cocktails
Catering
"The Taste of the Orient"

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

OPEN
Sunday-Thursday
11:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11:30 a.m.-11 p.m.

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday

China Jade

We always use the freshest ingredients.

Exit 247A

"( :|.i

.

Lunch: Mon.- Fit $5.25. Sat. & Sun. $6.25
Dinner: Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95

^^_
t Market S

81University Blvtf—»

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go at 438-9993
I

1790, #120 E. Market St.«
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger)

'
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The Mafia's fairytale
compiled by Enn Mciwy

The Wrfv) dodge?
Evergreen Terrace, Friday S p.m.
Jared Smith Acoustic Cofe. Saturday 8 p.m.
Open Mic Poetry Reading Tuesday 8 p.m.

The Biltmore
DJ Mysom Thursday. Karaoke, Friday
Bit Screen Football Sunday
Free Wings and Football Monday
All You Can Eat Thumbs and Toesi Tuesday

CALHOUN's
Lew Woodalk Thursday 8i30 p.m.
CaDioun's Jaixi Friday 7 p.m.
JMU J A I/: Tuesday 8 p.m.
Christian 6 Steve Wednesday 8>30 p.m.

FINNIGAN'S COUE
Jon Fritu Thursday. Todd Schlabachi Friday
Jimmy Oi Tuesday

Dave's Taverna
Made From Scratchi Tuesday 8 p.m.
Jaxzi Wednesday 8 p.m.

The Little Grill
Bob Driver 6 Steve Parksi Friday 8 p.m. 14
Open Stagei Saturday 9 p.m.

■ ft TO'SB
Survivor Night! Thursday. Tyson vs. Nielsom Saturday
8.25 wini'si Tuesday

Three Buck Thursday featuring
Slingbladn Thursday 9 p.m.
The Worxi Friday 9iJ0 p.m.

"Once upon a time," as fairytales start, there was a writer
who burst upon the scene with
.i small novel about the Mafia.
This small novel became a
blockbuster bestseller, wooing
critics and readers alike and
spawning a litter of Mafiabased media. This writer soon
sold his novel to the movie
industry and co-wrote the
screenplay to a small film that
became a blockbuster trilogy
{well, a blockbuster duo).
Yet the magic of that first
book was never to be seen
again; the famous writer began
to write other novels, all dealing with the same mafia
themes. Both the novels and
the writing progressively worsened until the writer passed
away in 1995.
Oddly enough, death would
not stop the deluge of weak
work, as two more novels subsequently were published bearing the author's famous name,
the last of which was the epitome of an author's body of work
being overshadowed by an
early success.
The famous writer is Mario
Puzo, the overshadowing work
was "The Godfather" and his
final, posthumous failure is
"The Family." Although il
would be nice if the author's
last work was a triumph of skill,
the bestseller to beat out all bestsellers, this is reality, and as we
all know, reality's rules aren't so
kind hearted.
Clocking in at on overrated
369 pages, the novel was completed by Carol Gino after Puzo
died. What frightens rne is to
think that all those year* Pino
could have spen* working on

L CRACKER BARREL
FALL SPECIAL
Turkey And Dressing
Roasted right here In our kitchen every day. our turkey breast Is sliced thick and served with
a made-from-scratch cornbread dressing and your choice of two country vegetables. S7-29
Saturday Dinner Special - Fried Pork Chop*
Two large pork chops, filed up Just right and served with your choice of three country
vegetables plus com muffins and homemade buscults after 4:00 p.m. S7-99
Sunday Dinner Special - Hashbrown Chicken Bake
A chicken breast, baked with our Hashbrown Casserole, crumbled Rltz* crackers and Vermont
Cheddar cheeae. Served with choice of three country vegetables after 11:00 a.m. $8.49
<S4t>> 574-Jtt*

121 Pleasant Valley Rd.

another novel, something worthy of his name and original talent, and instead he pens "The
Family," which is a burden to
read even for pleasure.
The story, largely taken
from historical fact, is about the
Borgias, a corrupt family living
during the Renaissance They
are led by their patriarch,
Rodrigo Borgia, also known as
Pope Alexander VI. Their
Rome is a corrupt one that
hides under a noble exterior
and is constantly under threat
from other countries. It is a
place where religion and sin
rule with equal power.
The Borgias are, to put it
plainly, a mess. "The Family"
makes an effort to involve the
reader with these characters
and tries to inject them with
some facet of human nobility;
ultimately, it fails.

pick it up from any encyclopedia or history book (which
probably tell the story with
more gusto that Puzo ever
could muster).
Let me simply say that war
and corruption once again tr.ir .1
family apart, except this time the
plotline is peppered with unnecessary cameos by Machiavelli,
Michelangelo and the prophetpreacher Savonarola (even his
torture scene is a letdown).
The problem with Puzo's
writing is how base and general it is. There is no experirtK-ntation with language,
style or even plotlines The
dialogue is as dry as a weekold bagel and reads just as
tasteless. For example, after
the death of one of his children. Pope Alexander locks
himself in his chambers and
rants to God. "Heavenly

AH Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Salih
If you've read
"The
Godfather," then believe me,
C've read "The Family." I've
rd of history repeating itself
but, in this case, the repetitfon is
nothing more than clichl. I
won't bother going into details
about the plot because you can

Father, of what benefit is saving the souls of thousands
when the loss of this one is the
cause of so much pain," Puzo
writes. "Alexander raged on
and mi ' lo punish me lot the
loss of virtue, with the life of
my son, is unjust. A man is

Vvntten of HARPtKCOLLINS

Mario Puzo's novel to overshadowed by his first and most brilliant work, -The Godfather."
subject to human frailty, but a
God is meant to be merciful!'
lie sounded as though lunacy
had taken hold of him."
Well, no, Mr. Puzo. He
sounds as if he's reading off a
script. There is no emotion or
verisimilitude in the voices of
his characters. They literally are
removed from history with all
the flatness of a dusty, gargantuan textbook. Shouldn't the
purpose of this novel be to connect the reader with the emotions and instincts of these historical characters7 Just try reading the dialogue out loud. I
dare you. See how long you last
without embarrassing yourself.
Two weeks ago in "All
Things Literary," I discussed the
failings of posthumous novels.
"The Family" serves as a capstone to those failings; the epitome of the horrors posthumous
writing can bring upon on an
author and his reputation. If
ever a novel was to be buried
with its creator or fed to a fire,
then Mario Puzo's "The
Family" is that novel.

College Park
Ashby Crossing
Now Leasing

Ilarrlsoaburg, VA 22M1

International
and

long Distance
U.S. Trips
Sign-ups!!

Friday, Nov. 2nd
Beginning at 7:00am-Wilson 204
Get there early!!
Possibilities include:
Redwood National Park, CA
Brownsville, TX
Paix-Bouche, Dominica
Costa Rica
Cuba
$200 deposit required to reserve your spot
(make checks payable to CSL)

r^ent Include
•Fully furnished
• Individual lease
•Washer/Dryer
•Microwave
•Dishwasher
•Local Phone Service
•High speed unlimited
ethernet access
•Cable plus HBO
•Water, sewer and trash
removal
•Clubhouse w/ exercise
room, pool table & foosball
• Pool & hot tub
•Tennis, volleyball &
basketball courts
•State of the art computer lab
•Enthusiastic, caring staff
•On site, full service
maintenance w/ 24 hour
emergency service

Alternative Spring Break
www.jmu.edu/csl/asb

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001
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Volunteer
30 minutes
before the show A
watch the movie for
FREE

Attention Students

Movies For

Effective Nov. 1, S001
No Backpacks & Bookbass will be

2001

allowed in Grafton-Stovall Theatre

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
F R I D

Special showing of the Original
How the Grinch Stole Christmas
with Operation Santa Clause
Monday, Dec. 3rd 8 p.m.

<§) WEDNESDAY/THURSDAY

Subject to all movies. Failure to comply with this
request may deny your admittance to a screening.
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Meetings Monday's
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Taylor 306
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Unless otherwise noted,
Weekday and Saturday films are
@ 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
ALL SHOWS ARE $2.00

nnnsm PMCUN MUD

CQ-$PQN$QR"3HIPS
[Sunday, November 11th The Legend of Bilhe Jean 7:00 p.m -Free" w/EQUAL'
Sunday. November 18th Before Night Falls Listen to poet Staceyanne Chin I
speak at 7 00 p.m and stay for the movie showing at 8:30 p.m. "Free* w/ICAJ
I
Wednesday and Thursday November 28th A 29th Canned food drive
I sponsored by the Residence Hall Association. Bring in Two cans of food and l
get into How the Srinch Stole Christmas for FBEEMi

UPB
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lllllll
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^pommotmtGpar/ti
Paramount's Kin^s Dominion
wfllhott performer auditions and technical
support interviews for Paramount Parks
2002 Entertainment Program in:
k

T0WS0N, MD
Fridoy, November 2,2001
Sheraton Baltimore North Hotel
903 Delaney Volley Road
Fitzgerald Ballroom
1 pm Singers, Actors, Variety,
Technicians, Coslumers, Dtessers
3pm Dancers, Costumed Characters

DOSWELL.VA
Saturday, November 3,2001
Sundoy, November 4,2001
Paramount's Kings Dominion
The Paramount Theater
12pm Singers, Actors, Variety,
Technicians, Costumers, Dressers
4pm Dancers, Costumed Characters

HARRISONBURG.VA

DOSWELL,VA

Wednesday, November 7,2001
James Madison University
800 S. Main Street
Phillips Center
6pm Singers, Actors, Variety,

Saturday, November 10,2001
Sunday, November 11,2001
Paramount's Kings Dominion
The Paromount Theater
3pm Singers, Actors, Variety,

Technicians, Costumers, Dressers
8pm Dantets, Costumed Characters

Technicians, Costumers, Dressers
6pm Dancers, Costumed Characters

PHILADELPHIA, PA
Monday, November S, 2001
DoubleTree Hotel
Broad Street at Locust
Maestro Room - 4lh Floor
3pm Singers, Actors, Variety,

RADFORD.VA

GREENVILLE, NC

Thursday, November 8,2001
Rodford University
East Norwood Street
Preston Auditorium
6pm Singers, Actors, Variety,

Monday, November 12,2001
Romada Plaza Hotel
203 SW Greenville Blvd.
Salon I

Technicians, Costumers, Dressers
6pm Dancers, Costumed Characters

Technicians, Costumers, Dressers
8pm Dancers, Costumed Characters

Technicians, Costumets, Dressers
5pm Dantets, Costumed Characters

3pm Singers, Actors, Variety,

For more dates and information call 804.876.5134 or visit our website at

www.auditionnow.com
Paramount Parks a en equal opportunity employer.» » C 200' Paramount Parka
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Indy films take risks, lack recognition

Hollywood hype hurts

HOIJ.YWOOD, from pagrU
hype can be harmful. In the second week of their release these
movies suffered more than a 40percent profit drop. This trend
affected most of the predicted
summer blockbusters. And why
did these movies fail? Perhaps
their hype outdid them.
"The average cost of promoting a film has bloated to
$27.2 million, according to Jack
Valenti. president of the Motion
Picture Association of America.
And that's just for a film budgeted at a middleweight 540
million to $60 million If you're
talking about a blockbuster,
you'd better at least double
that." according to E! (wiirweonline.com).
■ Hype doesn't equate to
quality because movie studios
cannot always be trusted. For
example, did you ever wonder how trustworthy critics'
blurbs in promotional ads
are? Sony Films used a fake
movie critic named David
Manning, to whom they
attributed positive comments.
Manning referred to Heath

BREEZE

INDY, from page 17
pendent film audience, as
opposed to Harrisonburg,
where people line up to catch
the new Freddie Prinze Jr. flick.
Smaller theaters may not
fuive the monetary resources to
expsrimtnl with indy film.
Studios put big money
behind films with proven ideas
and shy away from innovative

Ledger as "This year's hottest
new star!" in an ad for "A
Knight's Tale." When spo.ik
ing
of
"The
Animal,"
Manning said, "The producing team of Big Daddy' has
delivered another winner."
Eventually, it was discovered
Manning was ,1 hbriaiUon I li-.
quotes also ran with posters and
trailers of "Vertical Limit,"
"Hollow Man" and "The
Patriot," according to several
entertainment Web riM
"False advcrtiMiig and lies
should never be jushiifd, i-spc
daily to make money," senior
I leather Hdmondson said.
It's a dangerous world of
hype out there, and even the
smartest movie buff can sue
cumb to its lustful ways. The
holiday season soon will usher
in a slew of movies like "The
Fellowship of the Ring," "I l.irry
Potter" and "Monsters, Inc."
The hype surrounding films
coming to a theater near vou is
no less than any past blockbusters. So be careful that vou
do not end up, again, sitting m I
theater feeling cheated.

and original ideas. Money is
spent on big stars' salaries and
elaborate special effects, rather
than a creative script. The
movie fans are the ones who
lose, as they are denied the
opportunity to see more
obscure films.
Where are students to look if
they are tired of the same ole
hogwash? The theater in down-

town Charlottesville shows
some obscure titles; they are currently running David Lynch's
"Muholland Drive " The Regal
Cinemas 14 in Harrisonburg has
been saving a screen each week
to lesser-known films like
"Apocalypse Now Redux,"
"Ghost World" and "Megiddo:
Omega Code II."
Grafton-Stovall Theatre usu-

ally screens an indy film once or
twice a month. The University
Program Board is dedicating the
week of Dec. 3 to Kevin Smith
films, including his black and
white "Clerks "
Area films including less
.ulwrtisrd titU-s are listed on
mpw.hollywood.com.
Check
www.upb.org to view a list of
films at Grafton-Stovall.

Trailers lead to in-theater disappointment

TKMIJtRS, from mjgt 1"
that il was slill hilarious."
senior Lauren Herzog said.

Comedy isn't (he only genre
that
has suffered
from
overzealous trailers. How
many times have you seen a
trailer for a scary movie and
realized that the trailer reveals
some of the most climactic
scenes, one of the movie's
strongest
crowd-drawing
forces. The trailers for "What
Lies Beneath" repeatedly features one of the film's most
intense scenes in which
Main-lie I'fifer is posessed by a

dead girl her husband had an
affair with.
The studios need to learn
what to include in trailers
and what to leave out.
Consider the excellent marketing job of this summer's
sleeper hit "The Others." In
the original teasers, the
majority of the scenes are
taken from the first 15 minutes of the movie. It sets up
the storyline but it does not
give away any of the plot
twist. Once the movie was
released. Dimension Films
took advantage of word of

mouth that started to hype
the film. They re-edited the
original TV trailer showing
even fewer scenes and
adding the message: "Keep
secret and don't spoil the surprise ending."
"It was nice to see a preview that didn't give away
the end of the movie," freshman Samantha Ludlam said.
"[Dimension Films) did a
good job in marketing 'The
Others.' 1 was kind of interested in seeing the movie
when I saw the first previews
for it. Then, when the second

ones came out, I wanted to
.see it a lot more."
The marketing of "The
Others" was amazing, and
according
to
the
Entertainment Weekly Web
site, WWtoJW.COm, it went on
to become the second most
successful film of the summer. If Dimension Films, best
known for producing the
"Scream" trilogy, can market
"The Others" as intelligently
as it did, then there is still
hope that the larger production studios can catch on to
the idea that smaller is better.

West Side Barber Shop
and Styling Salon
Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

$6.oo
Hair Cuts
Men & Women
7 Barbers
2 Stylists

ICK CREAM

Cliocolate
Peajmat butter

Walk-Ins
Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Brenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

SKI & SKATE
WELCOME BACK )MU ALUMNI!
SEASON RENTALS STILL THE BEST DEAL AROUND!

Simply The Best!
Foxhill Townhomes, JMU's newest student community,
offers the latest designs in student housing floor plans!
Large, individual private bedrooms, semi-private baths,
two living areas and plenty of parking. Quiet, townhome
style units—not apartments or condominiums.
•4 bedroom
•2 bath
•Over 1450 sq ft
•Microwave
•Washer/dryer
•Storage
• Ethernet Hookups

•Dishwasher
•Disposal
•Range
•Refrig. with ice maker
•On bus route
•Vaulted ceiling
•Picnic areas

r

r

Snowboard,boot$,bindings.......$99.99
Shaped sbis,boots,bindings
$99.99
Top of lines sbis ('OO model)...$149.99

BEDROOM

BEDROOM
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Vou can beepthe gear until Sept. 02
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UPPER LEVEL

oxhill
7 ownhomes

BURTON

SALEJAAaiKI <<r »

Now signing leases tor fall 2002
Come check out one of the newest, largest.
and best oil campus housing available at JMU!

9 a.m.- 5 p.m. M-F

The burg's source for the coolest stuff on earth!
NexttoShoneys
onE.Marbetst

AM-71A1
tJJ I* VI

MAIN LEVEL

"*»-f
Sat io-e Sun 12-5

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Office
1627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg. VA

432-5525
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MASSANUTTEN
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort

Yo*r wL h«r«

WINTER JOB FAIR
Massanutten Resort has many job opportunities available.
Positions available include seasonal ski area, full and
part-time, and year-round employment with flexible hours.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH

Br««ze H^tfjW

MASSANUTTEN SKI LODGE
4:00PM - 8:00PM

$1.00 Games
and $1.00 Shoes

We will be taking applications, screening applicants, and
interviewing on the spot.
DRAWINGS FOR SEASON PASSES

& DOOR PRIZES!

Sunday & Monday
at Valley Lanes

Stop by and find out about FREE skiing, benefits and more!
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL

(540) 289-4954

9:00 pm -1:00 am

SJ'5 WeMng Center Wefcomes Youl

u

Do you have good people skills?
Do you like technology?

0

*7AW Special*

JLJ£=

Consider Joining Our Team!
JMU Computing Support is now hiring for the Spring
2001 Semester. Interviews will take place for the
following positions:

Complete Tuxedos $25

HelpDesk Consultants
'Operations Assistant

Qring in 10 of your friends
and get a free tux rental

Gain excellent experience for your resume
Strengthen your customer service skills
Stay current with technology
Make new friends
Flexible hours

Jormal rental and retail dresses
also available
tiring in coupon for discount

924 South High Street
Harrisonburg.VA
(White house with blue trim)

J
540-434-1444
Call for directions

Now accepting applications. Fill one out today at http://ww.jmu.edu/computing/labs/apps/
Applications arc due by 5PM on Friday 11/09/01. Note:
wc may be interviewing as the applications come in, so be sure lo get yours in early!

E-MOTION: A SELECTION OF
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ARTIST
ASHLEY MORTON
Accessible through www.upb.org/Emotion
(X)

THURSDAY, NOV. I, 2001
THROUGH FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30
00
This exhibit marks the debut of E-motion, an online gallery brought to you
by the University Program Board Arts Events Committee, a recent effort
by UPB to better support and serve the artistic communities
of JMU and Harrisonburg

tINIilKSin I'WKIHM HMRD

For more info, contact 568-6217 or visit www.upb.org

^{JPB
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"We fizzled pretty badly
offensively. It was a pretty
disappointing effort."

No place like
Bridgeforth

Sl-u LvVs

JMU football returns to
Bridgeforth stadium in
search of its second win.

DAVE LOMBARDO

women's soccer coach

Pag* 25

set story below

MEN'S TENNIS

FIELD HOCKEY

Lux leads
JMU in
first half
By DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor

KAREN Kl'miANlimffrhtitmphrr
Sophomore forward Janelle Perlis tries to gain control of the ball In Sunday's 8-2 win over visiting Radford University, a game In which Perils knotched a hat-trick.

Top-seed topples Dukes
Loss to Maryland is third loss of season to top-ranked team
BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer
In
an
emotionally
charged game last Friday
night,
the
17th-ranked
Dukes lost at home to the
top-ranked University of
Maryland Terrapins, 5-0.
This is the third time this
season that the Dukes have
lost to a No. 1-ranked opponent, falling 3-1 to the
University
of
North
Carolina Tarheels Sept. 23,
and losing 4-3 to the
Monarchs of Old Dominion
University Oct. 20.
Coach Irene Ifnrvat said
that, despite the score, she felt
her team plaved a close game.
"I really felt that with
two goals, and maybe even
with three goals, that we
were certainly in a position
where we could get a couple of goals back," Horvat
said. "You always get fired
up to play the big teams,
and we've played a lot of
highly ranked teams. I
think the kids really can*
out ready to compete
tonigh' and put everything

out there. When you put
everything out there, things
Ml ROfng to gel emotional."
The Dukes came out
aggressive in the firsl halt,
charging the net el every
opportunity.
However,
strong defense by Maryland
held |MU to only one shot
in the first half, compared to
thcTerp's 10 first-hall shoto.
Maryland was able to cap!
tah/e. .is freshman forward
Colleen Barbien KOred the
only goal of the half for
elthet side at 26 minutes
and 56 seconds, putting the
Terps up 1-0.
"I think the reason the
game was so even (in the tirsl
half) was because they were
playing predominantly up
their right side, and we were
playing
up our
left,"
Maryland
coach
Missy
Meharg said 'We nevei saw
their left back the whole first
half; they never got her the
ball. We just decided to force
the ball into their left defensehands because that area ot the
Held is so much more difficult
to get the ball out of. We also

switched up how we played
defense in the front a little bit
to force them to have to make
the passes so we could intercept more."

-uWhen you put
everything out there,
things are going to get
emotional.
— Irene Horvat
field hockey coach

-SI
Maryland wasted no
time in the second half, as
senior forward Dina Rizzo
scored at 5:06 to push the
Terps' lead to 2-0. But it
wasn't until the third
Maryland score by senior
midfielder Caroline Walter
at 12:01 that JMU seemed to
unravel.
I think the officials were
holding their whistles a little

bit, and we lost any advantage we had," Horvat said.
"We got caught a lot with the
ball behind us and we ended
up chasing, but where we
really started to change how
we played was after the third
goal. Between the second
and third, I think we were
still competing, but I think
after the third goal maybe
that's when we started to
step back a little bit and they
(Maryland) just started playing with the confidence that
you have when you get a
three-goal lead."
Meharg said she felt the
second goal was the turning
point in the game for both
teams.
"Had we not gotten in
that second goal the way we
did, I think you would've
seen a much different
game," Meharg said. "They
completely let up. But the
thing that we came in here
knowing was that |MU was
a team that was definitely
our caliber and that it was
going to be a great match
athletically, field hockey

and coaching-wise."
Back-to-back goals by freshman forward Lucy Morris at
28:31 and 311)6 put Maryland
up 5-0, the final score.
"In the second half we
had some lapses that cost
us goals," junior goalkeep
er Kiernan Kaffo said. "In
the first half we played
tough, we were real tough
on our marks, and in the
second half we let a few
balls go through and unfortunately we were just
unlucky. Maryland definitely had more opportunities than we did; their passing was great, thev knew
exactly where to cut to
space and we just had trouble staying on them and
that cost us In the end."
The Dukes defeated
Radford University at home
Oct. 28. The loss to
Maryland and the win over
Radford put |MU at 11-8 for
the leaaon. The Dukes travel to lith ranked college of
William & Mary for their
final game of the regular
season Saturday Nov ^

Success has been no
stranger to the |MU men's
tennis
team
this
fall.
Although the team only has
competed in three events, all
three have been "pretty successful," according to coach
Steve Secord.
Secord said, "After a lot of
on-court practice, we saw
some decent success at the
fall tournaments."
One person who has had
I great fall is senior Andrew
Lux. Lux compiled a 10-3
record in singles matches in
Ihe three events. At the East
Coast
Collegiate
Championships, held Oct. 5
to 7 in Norfolk, Lux was the
Flight
A
Consolation
Champion At the University
of
South
Carolina
Invitational Oct. 19 to 21,
Lux made it all the way to
the A2 Finals before losing.
At the Region Indoor
Qualifying held Oct. 24 to 29
in Chapel Hill, N.C., Lux
went 2-1.
"For me personally, this
has been the most successful
fall season during my time at
JMU," Lux said. "I can honestly say that in the past couple of weeks I have been playing my best tennis ever. Being
ranked in the preseason in the
ITA Southeast Region (No. 22)
gave me a lot of motivation
and confidence."
Lux is also a member of
the top JMU doubles team
with senior Troy Stone. The
two advanced to the doubles
finals in all three events.
Although the two fell short
in all three, the feat is still
quite an accomplishment.
Secord said, "Just last
week they made it to the
finals of regional qualifying
for national indoors. No
other JMU doubles team has
made it this far. Their success
this fall should earn the duo
I high regional ranking, and
they deserve to be in the
national rankings as well."
The two are so successful
because their games compliment each other, according
to Stone.
Stone said, "Andrew and
1 enjoy doubles and understand and communicate with
one another very well on the
court. No matter who we
play, we always feel that we
have a chance."
Another player who had a
good fall was junior Mike
llendricksen. At the ECCC,
Hendricksen made it to the

Flight A Semifinals

Hendricksen said, I was
happy with that tournament
because it gave me some confidence for the rest of the fall."
sty MEN'S, /wx'C 2b

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Fizzling offense leaves Dukes sputtering against victorious WVU
BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer
The temperature wasn't
the only thing bitterly freezing on Reservoir Street Field
Sunday afternoon. In a grueling, hard-fought match, the
nationally
ranked
Mountaineers
of
West
Virginia University defeated
the JMU women's soccer
team 3-1.
Despite senior goalkeeper
Suzanne Wilson being named
the
Colonial
Athletic
Association's Women's Soccer
[Mayer of the Week last week
and furthering the school
record for saves, the last home
game of the season will be a
bitter memory for the graduating seniors.
I think we played like we
were scared of them," senior
midfielder Jamie Miller said.
"We got exhausted. We just

couldn't get anything going
for the whole game "
West Virginia's national
ranking, four-game winning
streak and clobbering of
Georgetown
University
Friday provided a stark contrast to JMU's overall losing
record and demoralizing loss
hi Gtonta Mason University
on Wednesday.
Yet it appeared as though
the I Hikes might have had a
chance
to
edge
the
Mountaineers. v\ ith both
teams going scoreless until a
penalty kick 10 minutes into
(he second half.
Despite the scoreboard
reading 0-0 at the end of the
first half, the two teams
were definitely not evenly
matched. JMU only got off
one shot on goal, compared
to IS by West Virginia. And
Ihe Dukes were forced to

play dirty, fouling the
Mountaineers 10 times, with
sophomore defender Katie
Cordova receiving a vellow
card for unsporting conduct.
"It was Ihe first time of Ihe
season that I've been embarrassed,"
coach
Datid
Lombardo said. "We fizzled
pretty badly offensively It was
a \erv disappointing effort"
The fouling led to an imminent demise in the second
half, as fhe Mountaineers outran and out-maneuvered the
Dukes. Ten minutes into the
half, freshman defender Katy
Swindells fouled WVU's senior forward Katie Barnes in
the penalty box.
After both players limped
off Ihe field hurt, the referee
Called a direct kick foul and
gave the Mountaineers a
penalty kick. WVU junior
defender Christen Seaman

took the kick, easily driving it
past Wilson's dive, along the
ground into the far right corner of the net, putting the
Mountaineers up 1-0.
For the next 20 minutes,
the Dukes' defense, led by
Swindells, junior midfielder
Colleen Mcllwratch and
sophomore defender Sara
Sharp, held WVU to the one
goal. Then, with 17 minutes
and 30 seconds remaining in
the game, WVU freshman
forward [.aura Kane dribbled
up the left side of the field
and kicked the ball along the
ground past Wilson into the
center of the goal, putting the
Mountaineers up 2-0.
Then, four minutes later.
West Virginia racked up
another goal. Twenty-two
yards from the goal, predominantly
right footed
sophomore
for wa rd

Chrissic Abbott kicked the
ball, left fooled, in an upper*
90 shot, adding insult to
injury and an insurmountable lead of 3-0 with only 13
minutes left.
JMU's
spirits
didn't
remain completely deflated,
though, as one play gave the
frozen fans an opportunity
to cheer. With 10 minutes
left in the game, Cordova
passed the ball to junior forward
Deanna
Saracino.
Saracino took a shot 15
yards from the goal, which
deflected off the letl goal
post, and then bounced into
the right back corner of the
net, boosting Ihe score to 3-1
and saving JMU from the
dreaded shutout.
The Mountaineers took a
whopping 25 total shots on
goal, compared to a measly four
shots on goal by Ihe I Hikes

West Virginia's head coach,
Nikki Izzo-Brown, spoke
humbly about her team's
domination of Ihe game.
"You gotta credit JMU,"
the nid. It ».is a good effort
they put on for their seniors.
James Madison played hard.
They gave everything they
could. It was a hard-fought
game and West Virginia came
out on top."

With this victory, the Biglast conference Mountaineers
finished their regular season
nil
Because of lha College of
William & Mary's third CAA
conference win, the Dukes
drop to third in the conference, with a 2-1-0 CAA record
and a 7 8-2 record overall.
The Dukes travel this
weekend to take on the Tribe
with a Sunday afternoon
matchup in Williamsburg.

Spans
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Seven JMU runners
place in top-14 at
CAA Champonships
SEVEN, from page 1

I ASM M 1.1 IVAS i■ oilributmgptvHiigraphe

Sophomore Dana Jones has excelled as one of the top JMU volleyball players even though she has played the game only six years.

then offensively she has really
been asked to carry the load."
Volleyball is not been the
only sport that Jones has participated in In elementary school,
she played tee-ball, and in high
school she played Softball. But
it was the guidance of her father
that led her to pursue volleyball
in college. He had told her it
was the sport she excelled in.
"Dana came into the situation having come from a pretty
good high school program. She
played a lot and was one of the
best athletes there, but her skill
hadn't really been trained a lot.
so really I think her technique
has made dramatic improvements, which has really allowed
her to excel athletically," Garner
said. "She is, number one, a
very good athlete and maybe
one of the best athletes on the
team. Just her natural abilities
have gotten her very far, but
now that she is teaming some
fine tune technique, if you will,
especially as a middle blocker...
she has really taken that position and gone with it."
So far this year, Jones has
excelled in performance. As of

BY SCOTT KING

staffwriter
Sportl Stan typically have
been playing since age 6 or
vtmngcr. They normally were
introduced to live sport by a parent and have been active in it for
a good 10 or IS years. Yet
sophomore Dana Jones has
been playing volleyball (or only
six years. She was not introduced to the game until middle
school when she played backyard volleyball with her family
and participated in a first-year
program. It was not until high
school that she really got into"
the game and began to make a
name for herself.
"Dana is kind of in a unique
sihiahon — she's only a sophomore. She's actually one of our
older people that are starting
due to new students and a couple injuries," coach Disa Gamer
said. "We are trying to get her to
do more than what you would
normally ask a sophomore to
do, but she's such a good athlete
that we reallv feel comfortable
with what we are asking her to
do, which is to provide the
majority of our passing. And

©;

o

Oct. 22, she is fourth in the
Colonial Athletic Association
with kills, fourth in blocks and
sixth in digs. On Sept.18, she
set a career high of 25 kills in
one game in a match against
Radford University. Then, just
a few weeks later, she broke
her own record with 26 kills in
a game against the University
of Delaware.
"I was so excited and didn't
even realize I did that well until
public address announcer Curt
Dudley announced it over the
intercom," Jones said. "And it
didn't even sink in until Disa
restated it to me."
Jones stands out on the court,
if not for skill alone than for her
uniform number choice of 13.
Jones said, "It's my favorite
number. Ever since little
league Softball when I was
about 11, I have had number
13. Everyone is always like '13
stinks. You can have it.' And
I'm like, OK, I'll take it, it's my
favorite number' To everyone
else it has been an unlucky
number, but I've always do
well and it's my favorite."
Sometimes superstitions have

Q
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a funny way of working out.
Jones has only one complaint about volleyball. She is
disappointed that the JMU fanbase has disappeared.
"It Mvms our fans have gone
away because we haven't been
doing that well," Jones Hid
"|Senior| Danielle JHeinbaugh)
was saying back when she was
in her sophomore year there
would be more than 200 fans
watching the game. Now we
are lucky to have 50, and half of
those are our parents."
While Jones is enjoying her
success on the court, she hopes
to have success off court later
in life as well, although she is
unsure what her future holds.
She has a love for chemistry
and biology, which has drawn
her to declare a health science
major. Yet she is still unsure of
how she would like to concentrate her studies.
Garner said, "I think just seeing her expand her role and seeing her growth has been really
exciting. To see what we have
already gotten out of her
already shows that the future
will be very bright for her."

Thomas, finished 13th and
14th respectively to round out
the Dukes team that had all
seven runners in the top-14
places in the conference.
"We expected to win,"
DeFrancesco said. "We weren't
really surprised by it."
DeFrancesco and Dunham
essentially led from the start,
following the pattern that
JMU has employed all year
by running in several packs
to gain an advantage over
their opponents.
"We try to stick together
and work off other teammates," Dunham said.
William & Mary has
proven to be the Dukes'
stiffest competition this year,
and Dunham said that going
into the race their strategy
revolved around beating the
team in the green and white.
"We wanted to put
William & Mary through a
good race," she said.
The
team's
strategy
worked Saturday, just as it
has all season. DeFrancesco
emphasized the importance
of JMU's pack running and
said that it leads to a healthy
competition where the team
can feed off of each other
during a race. She said thai
throughout the season, she
and
Dunham
generally
would run together but that
she always seemed to finish
ahead of her. Dunham gives
DeFrancesco all the credit.
"Mollie and 1 go out and
have fun," she said. "She's
stronger than 1 am and I expect
her to do that"
Indeed, DeFrancesco has
led the Dukes all season but
had not won a race in her
entire cross country career
until Saturday. She said that
although the team victory
was what she expected, her
victory has not sunk in yet.
"I was pretty happy with
it. I'm excited, [but] 1 feel like
there's more ahead of us to

be excited about."
In fact, the future could
be very exciting for the 19thranked team in the nation.
The NCAA Southeast Region
Championships are Nov. 10,
and
DeFrancesco
and
Dunham agree thai race is
what the team strives for.
"The way our season
works out, we don't focus on
any races but all on regionals," DeFrancesco said.
She said that they treat
each race as an important
stepping stone in the ultimate goal of placing well
enough at regionals to qualify for the NCAA National
Championships, which will
be
held
Nov.
19
in
Greenville, N.C.
Dunham said that regionals will give the Dukes an
opportunity to compare themselves against the best, and the
CAA victory will give them
experience and confidence
that they need going into the
championship season.
"We will be able to see
where we are compared to
other schools. It's not going to
be a big rivalry-type thing. You
just do the best you can and see
what happens," she said.
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VOLLEYBALL

Dukes still in search of
first A-10 victory of year

JMU downs VCU,
falls to Tribe
BY KELLY GILLESPIE

JMU looks to avoid first three-game losing streak at home since 1990
BY BOB BANCROFT

contributing writer

Homecoming couldn't come
.it a better time for a team in
desperate need of a win. JMU
(1-6, 0-6 A10) hosts the
University of Delaware Blue
Hens (2-5, 2-4 A10) Saturday at
noon in front of an expectedly
large, alumni-filled crowd. This
also marks the first time all season the Dukes will play on
Atlantic-10 TV in the featured
game of the week. Coach
Mickey Matthews said he feels
the team is playing hard md
must continue to work on the
little things and put a whole
game together
"We need to get better, and
havt a healthy quarterback for
two or three weeks,"
Matthews said.
It looks as though red-shirt
freshman quarterback Malt
I v/otte will start the game.
"My wrist feels better, md
I'm practicing this week. I am
very excited about plaving at
home after a road game and the
week off," said LeZotte.
Sophomore wide receiver
Alan
Harrison
echoed
LeZotte's feelings
"I think we play better as a
team at home, and this week it
will be nice to see some of the"
older players back for the game.
I think we play hard at home
every game, whether its
Homecoming or not. We just
need to win a game and get this
turned around," Harrison said.
Two weeks ago, JMU suffered defeat at the hands of the
University of Massachusetts
Minutemen in Amherst, 43*20.
The game went about the same
way the season has unfolded so
far. With the Dukes leading 2014 in the second quarter,
LeZotte injured his wrist and
missed the rest of the game.
]MU was unable to put any

more points on the board and
subsequently lost its sixth
straight game. UMass scored 29
unanswered points to overcome a first-half deficit.
{unior Mike Connelly came
in and completed 14 of 26
attempts for 110 yards in the
losing effort.
Delaware is coming off of a
loss two weeks ago to College
of William k Mary after a break
in the schedule last week. The
Tribe beat the Blue Hens 21-17,
despite Delaware outscoring
W&M 17-7 in the second half.
Delaware starts freshmen Mike
Connor for the second game in
a row after he completed 13 of
24 passes for 191 yards and a
score in his first-ever start.
The Blue Hens are led by
coach Tubby Raymond, who is
just two victories shy of 300
career wins. They are averaging
19 4 points per game and giving
up 24 4 points per game
IX-laware averages 281.3 yards
of total offense and gives up
354.9 yards.
Delaware is led on the
ground by three backs.
Sophomore fullback Antawn
Jenkins is pacing the Hens with
397 yards and four scores on the
ground. Senior halfback Butter
Pressey has gained 295 yards
with four scores while fellow
senior halfback Butch Patrick
finishes out the trio with 265
yards and one score.
The team's top receiver is
senior split end Jamin Elliot
with 18 receptions for 292 yards
and
3
touchdowns. On
defense, the Blue Hens are led
by preseason Ail-American
junior defensive end Femi Ayi,
whose brother Kole plays for
the NFL's New York Giants.
JMU looks to narrow the gap
in the all-time series with
Delaware, as the Blue Hens
hold a 7-4 all-time advantage.

FILE PHOTOTforii ClrnKftpeel

Sophomore wide receiver Alan Harrison and the Dukes'
offense will need to produce to stop JMU's six-game slide.
having won 33-14 last ye.u m
Delaware in a game between
two ranked teams. The Blue
Hens also hold the all-time lead
at JMU, 3-2, with JMU having
won the last game in
Harrisonburg 21-17 in 1999.
JMU looks to improve its
running game. Currently, the
Dukes' offense is ranked 117th

in the Country In rushing. A
healthy leZotte at quarterback
will take pressure off of the running game for junior Brannon
Coins and senior Robert
Carson.
The Dukes will look to
snap their six-game losing
streak with the help of the
Homecoming atmosphere.

staff writer
This past weekend the
Dukes hosted twoCAA opponents — the last-placed
Virginia Commonwealth
University Rams Friday and
the first-placed College of
William
&
Mary
Tribe
Saturday. Coming into the
weekend, the Dukes were
ranked fourth in the conference
with a 3-3 conference record.
Friday night against the
Rams (6-14, 0-7 CAA), sophomore middie blocker
Friday
Dana Jones
|MU def.
celebrated
V( l
her
19th
birthday by 30-15, 30-26
dominating
and 30-7
the
court
with 20 kills
and led the
Dukes to a
Saturday
3-0 victory
(30-15, 30v\&M
26,
30-7).
del IMU
Jones hit her
career-best
3(1-23, 30-15
.704
with
and 30-22
only
one
error on 27
attempts As a team, the Dukes
had a season-best .570.
"I had a couple of rough
games," Jones said of her performance Friday night. "So I
knew I needed to pull myself
out of the slump I was in. It
was my birthday, and my parents and brothers came. My
grandparents were also there,
watching me play volleyball
for the first time, so I knew I
needed to perform well that
night"
Freshman outside hitter
Jen LeMoine and junior
Jessica Evers also led the
team, hitting .588 with 11 kills
and .533 and 10 kills, respectively. With this win, their second straight, the Dukes
pulled their season record to
an even 9-9 while increasing
their conference record to 4-3.

j

Wanted

"Friday night was due to a
great serving night," coach
Disa Garner said. "We have
spent a lot of time making our
serving effort much more
aggressive. Seventeen aces on
a 3 game match is excellent.
We had all six players playing
well for the entire match. In
the past we haven't been able
to fire on all cylinders."
Saturday night the Dukes
faced the Tribe (14 4, 7-1
CAA), who lost the night
before against George Mason
University, stripping them of
their
first-place
ranking.
Saturday night, however, the
Tribe, primarily led by senior
Tara Tobias' 11 kills and 11
digs, pulled together and
defeated the Dukes in three
games (30-23, 30-15, 30-22).
Senior Danielle Heinbaugh
said, "Saturday's match was a
very frustrating one. William
& Mary played tremendous
defense. Our offense was
strugging to put balls away
and get kills."
For JMU, LeMoine and
freshman Kate Fuchs were
most successful, hitting just
.018 on the night. LeMoine
was errorless on 12 attempts
and ended the night with five
kills. Fuchs, a middle blocker,
had only one error on 15
attempts, finishing with six
kills. She also had a matchhigh five block assists.
Fuchs said of the match
up, "I think we came in tactically prepared. But we
lacked the collective emotion
and heart that was necessary
to carry out our plans. We
lacked focus."
The Dukes travel tonight
to play top-ranked George
Mason University at 7 p.m.
The Patriots defeated the
Dukes at their previous meeting Oct. 9 in Harrisonburg.
The Dukes' next home match
will be Saturday night against
University of North CarolinaWilmington at 7 p.m.
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Neighbor's
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Pheasant Run
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Men's
tennis
ready for
spring

PICKS
OF

THE

WEEK

|

Week # 10

Season lolal
Last week
Winning percentage..

I Tampa Bay at Green Bay
Baltimore at Pittsburgh
NY Jets at New Orleans
Cleveland at Chicago
Denver at Oakland
Delaware at JMU

Drew Wil»on
assl. sports editor
55-32
7-3
632

Meghan Murphy
art director
"-32

Travis Cllngenpeel
sports editor
53-34

8-2
609

Tampa Bay
Pittsburgh
New Orleans
Chicago
Oakland

5&
632
Green Bay
Pittsburgh
New Orleans
Chicago
Oakland

New Orleans
Chicago
Oakland

Delaware

Delaware

Delaware

Jen Surface
style editor
52-35
6-4

598

Green Bay
Pittsburgh

Green Bay
Pittsburgh
New Orleans
Chicago
Oakland

Wilson has recovered from hli estrangement with i certain lale-nlght psychk thanks
to the counseling ol an identified companion, known only to rorw as Mr- \ sir- \

copy editor
50-37
7-3
.575
Green Bay
Pittsburgh
New Orleans
Chicago
Oakland
Delaware

UCLA at Washington St.
Washington St. Washington St. Washington St.
UCLA
Stanford at Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Florida St. at Clemson
Florida St.
Florida St.
Florida St.
Florida St.
Illinois at Purdue
Purdue
Purdue
Purdue
Purdue
Michigan at Michigan St.
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Wfeek nine «.i- iht- m Buy far th« two memben ol the roTW who Messing with Texas really hot At least that's what we hear

e
have ihakn up tht standtagi with only ton weeks remaining, is It coinddenct that WDson .m,l Snoop s,mk the gbii after epoidb^ four raghu an Bourbon SUM
last week? Yeah, probably, but they've refused to admit thai the two arc unrelated, and as
we speak, are packing their bag! to head back down there
Nell hath no fury like the Longhom scorned After a miserable M performance that
reminded many of Snoop for the pest BUM weeks the lexan Ml into a bete Ural place
To mark the occajstan, Murph designed ■ piece ol artwork that the Sports craw didn't
request It included a linger and the word |agofh I don'l know II we can run this
Murph.

Jenn Sikorski

UCLA
Washington
Florida St.
Purdue
Michigan

Sn.-ip is having trouble getting used to the lights alter •pending
weeks In tht recanei of the POTW dungeon. Making a rare public appearance, this gin
got mohhe.1 on the streets ol New Orleans OmexotptJonaUy enthusiasts tan went so far
as to tackle the unsuspecting I'd US star M.ulv Mr. Near .louhleas a Knlvguard.
t heech look her tall hack into the cellar surprisingly well She s more upsel thai she
lost last week's matchupol the KedheaJs
uiule ins - <«■>■ cool to lump at the opportunity to |orn us. j«™ Like aumelltliMj you
see? Sikorski pimp-walked her way into the line up Jenn is a matter negotiator she
originally demanded a feature m the Sportj rectlon and a ccerurusston or Snoop's paycheck before he managed to talk her all the way down to |usl a POTW gut* apperance
I hat and she s going to get 40 percent ol his payt he. k lor the rest of thcytal

All VS. Ir.mi pMf 23
\\ lull' the tall Mason is now
over, the team will take its success and move toward the
spring season, which is the
main season lor fiiinis
'I helieve that the individual successes transler to the
team as whole," Lux said.
"We have a fairly young team
this year, and many of my
teammates gained
great
experience at these tournaments. We all, as a team, grew
into .i cohesive unit, which
was especially important
after the disappointment we
had to l.i. i' last vear alter losing.our scholarship funding."
I ho team will look for some
help from Mother Nature in
the spring .is well.
"We are looking forward
to the spring and hope this
year the weather stays with
us a bit more lhan last year
tinea live out of seven home
matched were rained out,"
I lemlnckson said.

Men's soccer ties ODU

PORT

The JMU men's soccer
team battled Old Dominion
University to a 0-0 doubleovertime tie Oct. 27 in
Norfolk.
Swimming & diving split match with GMU

•B-E-A-T
WiimnrsWatei'lVil,,

Equestrian

Women's water polo finished 3-1 in its first tournament of the year al the University of Virginia. It
defeated the UVa. 9-7, East Carolina University 116 and University of Maryland 8-2, but fell to Emory
University 4-1.
Offensively, the Dukes were led by senior Erin
Burlovich wilh HI goals, followed by freshman Jen
Mi'i.1 li with six.

The equestrian club placed third at Virginia Tech last
weekend.
Senior Elizabeth Bearer got a first and second place in
her classes and won Reserve High I'oint Rider for the day.
Junior Jamie Auletto. senior Kate McCall and freshman
Laura D'Angelo all won first places in their classes.

Field ripekey

Men's club basketball traveled fo Long Island
this past weekend to play National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics powerhouse Five Towns
College. Despite 17 points from seniors Ryan
Doyle and David Cherry, the Dukes fell in the
second half to the Sound.

The field hockey club defeated the University of
Richmond 3-0. Sunday the Dukes take on Elon
University and Virginia Tech in a three-way tournament on the UREC turf field at 12:30 p.m.

■Men's Basketball

# Tattoos and Piercing
A^fck Professional, Sanitary, Sterilized implements
^lv
Original Tattoo Art Drawn by
JjtBL|Award Winnina Tattoo Artist John Jones
and Andy Movers
Experience the Difference ! and

The JMU swimming & diving team split with George
Washington University Oct. 27. The men's team won 123-99,
while the women's team fell 133-110.
Sophomore Jeff Hicks won the 200-yard freestyle and
200-yard backstroke on the men's side.
On the women's side, senior A.C. Cruickshanks won the
1000-yard freestyle and 200-yard butterfly.
Men's golf places 11th
The JMU men's golf team placed 11 th at the Georgetown
University Hoya Invitational Oct. 28-29 in Leesburg.
Sophomore Jay Woodson finished third place overall.
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single effect pedal.
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SYSTEM OF A
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RYAN ADAMS
Gold «$I3 99 CD
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System ol a Down
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BUBBA SPARXXX
Dark Days. Bright Nights
•113 99 CD
The producer who brought you
hits like Jay 7* "Big Pimpin,"
Aaliyah i "Try Again" and
Ginuwine'l "Pony" now bring,
you the hrsl release from hit Baal
Club Records, featunng 'Ugh/
with Timbeiand and Missy Elliot

Top Selletv. Lenny Kravitz, PMnh, Unfcin Park, Jay-Z, Nickelback, Tenacious D
Oysw-ihe id P.O.D., Ozzy Osbourne * Bob Dylan
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FOR RENT
Srjrlnc Sublease l bedroom m The
Commons. Female only. $275. but
wiHing io negotiate. Call 438-3606.
Need Renters? Place your ad in
The Bfee« classifieds) $3.00 for
me first 10 words. $2 00 for each
oddrtonal 10 words Carl lor more
information 5686127

We Have
Property at:
HUNTER S RIDGF.
DEVON LANE
COUNTRY CLUB COURT
MASON STREET

ROOSEVELT SQUARE
4 BR furnished townhouses
W/D. D/W.A/C

2 Blotk.% from iam/ju>\'
Kline Realty

438-8800

Call Anytime!

FOR SALE
Voi»o 740DL - sedan, white, fully
loaded, new tires Excellent
condition and mileage. $4,900
Call 298-2163
1M8UMSSC400 Black/Mack
with gold trim and all options 92K
miles, in excellent condition
Comes with a 120K mile or 1.8
year warranty. $19,995 c*l Drew.
433-9263

LIBERTY STREET
J-MS
OLD SOUTH HIGH
UNIVERSITY PLACE
NEWMAN AVE
WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
I-:-1-4 or 5 Bedroom
Apartments
2-3-4-6-7-14 Bedroom
Houses

.«.;. WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU
NO BUS RWB1
Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.
438-8800

Rm OaeMe Daftar - Custom built
Jack son/Char ve I with case.
Aflpraleed at over $750: must sell.
$500. Cell John. 612-4525.
Tee shirts tor Just $1.00 tewM
G« A Thrift. 227 N Mam.
■DDM St)** 740 Pitts* ■ 1 1/2
years old Great condition. New
color cartridge included $50. 0B0
4323345.
Compute* Per Sale - 1MB PC. 17*
monitor. Zip 100 drive. CD burner,
speakers, many design and
business programs. Call Windy
574-0111.

1D74 Toyota Land Cruiser - red.
soft-top wth recondrtmned 6 cylinder
motor. 4*4 power, replaced parts
and good condemn CaH6l24333
IMS Maeda M*V Van . 4WD. V6.
A/C. Daily use for 11 years.
125.000 mainly freeway miles.
Weil maintained, non-smoker. Mate
to sell, out graduating Keiiy Blue
Book. $3,800. Sell lor $3,300.
Call 4353431
Washer/Dryer - almost new
Kertmore stack washer/dryer.
$400. o 6.0 Can Chrts. 434-5965.
OH. 1292
1M4 Dodge Intrepid . Eiceiiem
condition. $4,200. o bo. Call
Karen 5683542

HELP WANTED
Dullness Major • with good
computer, telephone, and people
skills to work approximately 15
fours per week, including Saturday
Send name and phone number to
Box 2052. Harnsonburg. V* 22801
Master Control Operator - parttime for broadcast television
station. Duties will include program
switching and satellite recordings
Radio board operators are
encouraged to apply Computer
experience helpful but will train
Previous applicants are encouraged
to reappry Send resume to tiilaatei
Control Supervisor. WHSV-TV. 50
North Mam Street. Merrlsonburg. v*
22802 EOE

Nerd-Mien. Ski MaeMm tor teas ■
Paid $600: will sell for $175
Call 696-5364 or email.
rodarmma#|mu.edu.

$1 K PaM for Your SH5 SS •
Earn $15 - $125 and more per
survey* www.irioritfy4opiriVons.com

Sofa Leveseat and ti*srla.ww.int
Center - $225. o t) o Call 4389055.

Mail* $3,000* by CMatmM~^~6
tun tales positions open at Valley
Mall Avg $6 $22/r»r 434-9934

The lahlon Croup • is seeking
upporciassmen for its lucrative
Management internship positions.
For
information
go
to:
wwwjaoron.com prior to contacting
us by phone 18006583847.
Make A Difference Next Senvner
Holiday Lake 4-H Center (Central
Virginia) Summer Camp staff
positions: Staff Coordinator,
Waterfront Director. Resident
Lifeguard. Nurse/EMT. Store
Keeper/Office
Assistant,
instructors: canoeing, rlflery,
archery, outdoor living skills, ropes
course (high & low), barn animals.
forestry, performing arts Training
included Application deadline
December 14. 2001 Employment
period May 28 - August 16. 2002.
Contact Bryan Branch. Program
Deector. 434 2485444. Rt 2. Box
630. Appomettox, VA 24522
bbranch4Nt.edu EOAA
Wattreeees and Cooks Needed Apply at Jess' Lunch. Must be
available to work lunches
Sophomores and Juniors preferred
Fraternities. Sororltlat. ciubx
Slu4*nt Droves - Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfimaratser.com 3 hour
fundrorsmg event Does not involve
cretM card appKations. Fundrarsmg
dates are flang gucwy. so cat tooev1
Contact CamDutfunaraiM0r.com
at 888 923 3238. or visit
www campusfundraiser.com

SERVICES
Academic Analyst
• free
consultation Get your perfect
course schedule Save time.
money. Graduate early, extra
degrees See Breeze Business
Directory 54043O3697.

Computer Repair • Free home
visits
Free diagnosis and
instruction 430-3269.

Sprlng Dreak Reps Needed - to
piomote campus trips. Earn $.
travel tree' No cost. We train you.

18003671252
SHCNANDOAH SHUTTLE
can to you home tor Ihe hnlid.iy'.
or iM) where )ou wuMlogo'

V.BTI\

^im""' Mai MaatM
in psarjjaasfaaai
\tM 7 Reserve your *c." no*'
1-$40-8IS-557A

NOTICE
For mure infornuiion and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
hUNincvs nppitrtuniaes. anted the
Bciicr Business Bureau, Inc.
I-SM-M.I-5MII

SPRING BREAK
Wanted! Spring Ireakersl Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break lo Cancun.
(he Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Mazatian for free) To find out
how. celt 1888777 4642 or email
saiasSHuncoastvacotions com
•1 Spring Break Vacations • Best
prices guaranteed' Cancun,
Jamaica. Bahamas. A Florida' Book
early and receive free meal plan Now
hiring campus reps' 18002347007.
www endless summer tows com
SPRING BREAK 2IMI2
Gaanat J«m«k«. lUtfe*!*^ Padr*.
I*—. Anpwtra. IV . WU A \Un
FRLE MEALS for a limited umr"
(■RLE funie* and sarisstse event*'
Vial --- >' VtfLUJrTtN tSxam
few drUiKnrcall l-M»-426-77iu
-irSANOBRAIMR-

www soringjxe3kairect.com
Spring Dreak Party! wT535t M JRH
travel, food, and parties with the
best DJs and celebrities in Cancun.
Jamaica. Maiatian, and the
Bahamas. Go to SfudenfCriy.com.
call 1800 293 1443 or email
SSles#MuderHcrty.com
Spring Dreak Parly Ci,.tsi
flight concerns and sail from
Florida 5 doys in Bahamas. $279*
Includes most meals' Get gioup
go
freel
1800 678 6386
spfingbreafcffavefcorn
AAAAI Spring Break SpecFals!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, free meals Award
winning company! Group leaders
free' Florida Vacations $129'
spHngbreakfraw com
1 800-6788386.
fl a*rtag Dreak Operator! Check
our website for (he best deals!
www.vagabondiours com. Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
Group organizers earn free (nps and
cash. Call today' 1 866BREAKO0

Spring Dreak 2002! Prices from
$419. on (he beach from $529
Reliable air to Cancun. Acapuico
Muatlan. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
South Padre. Mexico Special • free
meals and tree parties! Book by
Nov. I5tn and save bg> Organize a
group and travel free. Break with
the best, www.atuaenMMpress.com
Call tor details and a free brochure
180O787 3787.
Spring Break - Cancun. Jamaica,
and all Florida destinations. Best
hotels, hoe parties, lowest prices'
wwwbreakerstiavet com
180O*W56789

PERSONALS
Skydlvet One day first tandem
jumps from 2 1/2 miles up! 22
lumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts! www. s kyUivroranae. com
1 877 DIVE SHV
PAID MCil.lViHtNSIIIPS
TOR SUMMER 2002
NjojiNrrvir-iiii; ui IMI Huikl
>our resume ham over *'<>«) itm
PuMUun* luH h> t'hminu.
Apfl) OB linelodiy'
• » luitionpamt

Act Newl Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapuico, Florida A Mardigras.
Reps needed... travel free, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6*.
8008388303 www.1ersuretour5.com
fl Absolute lo*n*t Sp.mt
Break Prlcel a? Reputable
company, award-winning customer
serv.ee' (Owebsrte) f3. Free meal
plans! (Eariybuds) f4. Campus
Reps earn $$. travel free! Enough
reasons?
l-800 36 7 1252.
mww.apnngbreakalr9ct.com

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
i< 00 lor The first lOttixda
COO •» tact add I lOwonh
Block ada an SIMndi
Mm an aaMaj i n-Jn. .".A'
: tJ.cili<ini(iHily )
Plarr ttiar ad !«■■>!
568 6117

Recycle this Breeze,
or you can keep it forever

Afraid of pVever
fin<tft)$ the ri>rSt apar+toer)*?

Sunchase Apartments^
will chase away your fears
with the BEST 4 bedroom/4 bath
furnished apartments!

The only scare fr tfSat tfSey won't (art (ori^«
So ^urry to Suochaje before t/>eyVe ^orie.f

1941 Sunchase Drive
Owww.sunchase.net
EHO

jlL
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Hurry on in and
get your reservation!

They're going fasti

Welcome back alumni!
Have a great Homecoming weekend!
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Stone Gate
Office Hours
I Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:30 pn

